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It’s a writer’s job to create compelling characters who can withstand life’s fallout without giving
up. But building authentic, memorable heroes is no easy task. To forge realistic characters, we
must hobble them with flaws that set them back while giving them positive attributes to help
them achieve their goals. So how do writers choose the right blend of strengths for their
characters—attributes that will render them admirable and worth rooting for—without making it
too easy for them to succeed?
UNEARTH YOUR CHARACTER’S UNIQUE PERSONALITYCharacter creation can be hard, but
it’s about to get a lot easier. Inside The Positive Trait Thesaurus, you’ll find:*A large selection of
attributes to choose from when building a personality profile. Each entry lists possible causes for
why a trait might emerge, along with associated attitudes, behaviors, thoughts, and
emotions*Real character examples from literature, film, or television to show how an attribute
drives actions and decisions, influences goals, and steers relationships*Advice on using positive
traits to immediately hook readers while avoiding common personality pitfalls*Insight on human
needs and morality, and how each determines the strengths that emerge in heroes and villains
alike*Information on the key role positive attributes play within the character arc, and how they’re
vital to overcoming fatal flaws and achieving success*Downloadable tools for organizing a
character’s attributes and providing a deeper understanding of his past, his needs, and the
emotional wounds he must overcomeIf you find character creation difficult or worry that your
cast members all seem the same, The Positive Trait Thesaurus is brimming with ideas to help
you develop one-of-a-kind, dynamic characters that readers will love. Extensively indexed, with
entries written in a user-friendly list format, this brainstorming resource is perfect for any
character creation project.

About the AuthorTomu Ohmi debuted in 2000 with the supernatural Josei manga Kindan no Koi
wo Shiyou. She is the creator of Midnight Secretary, available in North America, the United
Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand from Viz Media. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Character Therapist®I’ve read a lot of books about characterization, but none are so concise or
all encompassing as Angela and Becca’s Positive Trait Thesaurus. The introductory chapters are
a veritable goldmine for authors. I’d liken them to a Cliff’s Notes version of psychology textbooks
and many writing craft books, condensed and super reader-friendly.Personalities are so
complex, and figuring out what makes a real person—much less a fictional person—tick is what
keeps therapists like me secure in our jobs. Understanding motivations, needs, and how both



positive and negative traits and behaviors develop is an integral part to understanding a person.
And the first step to writing—make that writing well—has to be this deep understanding.As a
therapist, the section on how positive traits develop (which, in turn, applies to negative traits as
well) was the most interesting and thought-provoking. Clearly the authors have done their
research, for I might have picked up my Personality Psych book from college and read
something similar. So authors, take note! It’s more than just nature v. nurture. The information
presented should be absorbed in such a way that it’ll aid you in brainstorming.It’s highly unlikely
that this will be a book you read front-to-back. I’d also recommend that you come to this book
with a character in mind—you know, the one that interrupts your sleep and begs to be written.
This thesaurus will help you the most when you’re in the fleshing-out stages.Each entry includes
the definition, similar attributes, possible causes, associated behaviors/thoughts, and positive
aspects of the trait to help you solidify your character’s uniqueness. But the entries also include
the negative aspects of the trait, scenarios that would challenge a person with that attribute, and
other characteristics that could be in conflict with that particular trait. These sections are equally
as important in helping solidify conflict and introduce external plot points to showcase your
character’s internal arc.Plot-driven authors will really gain a lot from this book, but so will
character-driven writers. Heck, I run a business where I profit from analyzing fictional characters,
and this book was a great reinforcement to help me do what I do. From understanding the
roadblocks that prevent readers from connecting with characters to developing the right
character arc for your protagonist, you’ll come away feeling like you took a crash course in
characterization.THE ULTIMATE HOOK: CHARACTERS WORTH ROOTING FORWith millions
of books being published worldwide every year, readers have a landslide of stories to choose
from. This puts incredible pressure on writers to produce unique plot lines with dynamic,
fascinating characters.Within this flood of fiction, some books rise while others sink. Although
eye-catching covers, professional editing, and a well-directed marketing campaign contribute to
how well a title will do, without a great story to fill its sails, a book is doomed to drift. And what
sturdy mast supports any meaningful work of fiction? Multifaceted characters who make each
moment so personal and compelling that readers can’t help but care about them.Creating
realistic, never-before-seen characters who take readers on an emotional journey should be the
goal of every writer, yet this is no easy feat. Writers must delve into a character’s personality to
understand his desires, motives, needs, and fears. Both flaws and positive attributes help forge a
well-constructed character. Flaws not only humanize the story’s cast, they also give them
something to overcome so they can achieve self-growth. Positive attributes are equally as
important, because while human nature causes us to hone in on people’s flaws, it is a person’s
strengths we admire most. Readers must feel this same admiration for characters in order to root
for them.As a result, authors must learn how to hook readers quickly, and hook them hard.
Engaging the reader starts with a clever or intriguing first line and never lets up. During opening
paragraphs, there are many ways to draw the audience in—eliciting sympathy by showing a
protagonist’s current hardship, beginning the scene at a pivotal moment that contains high



stakes, or introducing a mysterious story element that makes the reader immediately wonder
what is going to happen next.These simple hooks may create interest, but eventually they play
themselves out because while a character’s hardship or pain may generate some sympathetic
feelings from the audience, only genuine empathy can spark a reader-character bond. It's
important to forge this connection as soon as possible so the reader will recognize the
protagonist as honorable or deserving in some way, making him worth caring about.So if
empathy is the towrope tying readers to characters, how do writers secure this line early on and
keep their audience engaged? Simple. Add punch to a hook by showing the hero’s personality in
a positive light.For example, a hardened criminal digging through a trash bin for scraps might
make for an unusual opening scene. But since readers know that he’s a criminal, they may
wonder if he’s brought his misfortune upon himself. Because they can’t empathize with him, they
don’t care too much about his situation.But what if he’s trying to provide for a trio of orphans
rescued from a child-smuggling ring? By hinting at a positive aspect of his personality right away
—be it his kindness, a sense of responsibility, or the desire to protect someone vulnerable—he
becomes infinitely more interesting and readers catch a glimpse of a hero who is worth believing
in. The character also becomes intriguing because of the questions this new information raises:
if he’s a criminal, why did he save the children? Why does he care? What made him look beyond
himself to help someone else?Suggesting the why behind character behavior is the second half
of any great hook. “Show, don’t tell” still applies—meaning behavior and actions are the best
vehicles for revealing a character’s personality. The why tells us a bit about who the character is,
shedding light on what morals and values he holds dear. Revealing a protagonist’s positive
attributes can also elicit admiration, even for an unlikable hero, and tells the audience that this is
someone worth getting to know. Seeing hints of greatness through a character’s actions and
personality is what helps readers to become emotionally invested.WHAT IS A POSITIVE
ATTRIBUTE?Many theories on the nature of personality exist, and while there are differences of
opinion, people generally agree that each individual is a unique blend of traits that serve to
satisfy basic wants and needs according to one’s moral code. A person’s upbringing, genetics,
and past experiences will determine which positive, neutral, and negative traits emerge, and to
what degree. Character strengths aid us in fulfilling our needs and desires and encouraging self-
growth, while weaknesses often hold us back. In some situations, it can be difficult to tell a
weakness from a strength, especially since flaws may form out of an understandable desire to
keep us from being hurt. Within the scope of a story, the protagonist’s strengths and
weaknesses play important roles in his character arc, so it is critical for authors to know which
traits are flaws and which are not.Flaws are traits that damage or minimize relationships and do
not take into account the well-being of others. They tend to be self-focused rather than other-
focused. By this definition, jealous clearly belongs with the flaws. Jealous characters are focused
on their own wants and insecurities; their resentment and bitterness make others uncomfortable
and damage relationships.Positive attributes are traits that produce personal growth or help a
character achieve goals through healthy means. They also enhance relationships and typically



benefit others in some way. Honorable, for instance, is easy to place on the positive side of the
personality wheel. An honorable character is going to use healthy measures to achieve success,
and because of his nature, he can’t help but reach out to others and improve his relationships
along the way.Neutral traits are harder to categorize. Characteristics such as introverted,
extroverted, and flirtatious may not necessarily aid a protagonist in achieving her goals in an
obvious way, but they do encourage greater exploration of her world and allow for self-discovery.
While flaws are debilitating, neutral traits don’t have a highly negative impact, so we have
chosen to include them in this volume with their positive counterparts.NEEDS AND MORALS:
INFLUENCERS ON CHARACTER STRENGTHSPersonality is vastly complex, made up of
actions and attitudes that show a character’s likes and dislikes, ideas, thoughts, and beliefs. But
what drives these individual preferences and behaviors? What causes one character to develop
traits like curiosity, decisiveness, and adaptability, while another becomes thoughtful, observant,
and empathetic?The first component is morality, the controlling belief that certain behaviors are
either right or wrong. Morals come from the deepest part of a character and cause her to place
values on what she sees, experiences, and thinks. These deeply ingrained attitudes direct a
character’s choices so they align with her moral code, sometimes even when doing so requires
self-sacrifice. Morality affects how she treats other people, what goals and desires she pursues,
and how she lives her life day-to-day. As such, the most influential attributes that emerge in her
personality will often be tied to a specific moral belief.The outer world (the people and
environment that influence a character) can also impact morality. Social norms, cultural values,
and role models all contribute to the development of a character’s belief system in regard to right
or wrong. Knowing a character’s morality can help an author come up with plausible temptations
to incorporate into the story and challenge these deeply imbedded beliefs, generating inner
turmoil and conflict.The second factor in trait development lies in the Hierarchy of Needs.
According to psychologist Abraham Maslow, individuals are driven by needs that fall into five
categories:Physiological: the need to secure one’s biological and physiological needsSafety and
Security: the need to keep oneself and one’s loved ones safeLove and Belonging: the need to
form meaningful connections with othersEsteem and Recognition: the need to increase one’s
sense of esteemSelf-Actualization: the need to realize one’s full potential and achieve personal
fulfillmentA character’s attributes will emerge in the pursuit of satisfying her most important
needs. If she is safe, secure, and loved, yet craves the recognition and esteem of others, traits
such as determination, perseverance, and efficiency may develop. Thinking about what a
character wants can help the writer decide which traits will best assist her in obtaining her
goals.When needs are not met, anxiety and dissatisfaction arise and behavior patterns may
change. For example, take a character who has not eaten for days: her physiological needs are
going unmet. A normally kind and law-abiding woman may resort to stealing so she can feed
herself. Or, although she may be confident with a strong sense of pride, difficult circumstances
may push her into begging for food. Driven by desperation, behaviors that are not normally part
of her personality take over.Likewise, a frugal, careful character who is overworked and held



back in a dead-end job may find that her need for self-actualization is not being met. Although
she is highly responsible, dependable, and consistent, she one day gets up from her desk and
walks out. Later, she enrolls in business courses and goes into debt to do so, all in pursuit of
satisfying her need to grow.Core needs are potent, so writers should think carefully about how to
use them to motivate their characters. In the right situation, they are even powerful enough to
influence or alter one’s moral compass. When needs go unmet for too long, anxiety may cause
the character’s morality to sway. What a person will or won’t do in any given situation depends on
the depth of the need and the character’s ability to satisfy that need. Take a spiritual, moral
character who is safe, loved, and whose physiological needs are being met. He may feel happy
and complete, but what if a dangerous element like war is introduced, making his world unsafe?
How far would he go to keep himself and his loved ones from harm? Would he be willing to do
things that go against his moral beliefs to satisfy his need for safety?Another benefit of using
needs to determine what is most important to a character is that the quest to meet one’s needs
is universal. People generally acknowledge that satisfying one’s primary needs is a worthy and
understandable aspiration. This affinity with a character’s inner motivation (the “why” behind the
choice to pursue a goal) will foster empathy and make readers want to see the hero
succeed.THE DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF POSITIVE ATTRIBUTESNot all attributes are
rooted in morality or needs; some stem from personal preferences resulting from experience.
Every character should have a good mix of positive traits that range in intensity. When fashioning
a protagonist’s personality, writers should include some attributes from each of the following
categories to ensure that a variety of strengths emerge.Moral attributes are traits that are directly
related to one’s beliefs about right and wrong. Examples might be kindness, generosity, honor,
wholesomeness, and justice. Attributes that are tied to one’s beliefs will often influence the
formation of other traits that align with one’s moral code. For example, if a character’s moral trait
is wholesomeness, it is unlikely that an attribute such as flirtatious would emerge, since being a
flirt would undermine her desire to be chaste and virtuous. However, it makes sense that
compatible traits such as propriety, discipline, and caution could develop.Achievement attributes
align with morality but their main function is to bolster achievement. If a character has a moral
sense of responsibility that determines her life goals, achievement traits such as
meticulousness, dependability, resourcefulness, and organization may support her in her
pursuits.Interactive attributes emerge through experiences with one’s surroundings and
interactions with other people. Traits like patience, courtesy, flirtatiousness, and social
awareness dictate how we relate to others and to our world. These attributes are often
influenced by personal likes and dislikes. If a character wants to avoid clashes and conflict, she
may adopt a friendly nature to ward them off. If she enjoys humor, she may joke when things get
serious or reveal a flamboyant side to distract others from their woes. Because characters are
largely social beings, this category contains the largest number of traits.Identity attributes
promote a greater sense of individual identity and often result in personal expression of some
kind. Creativity and quirkiness are good examples of traits that allow a character to express



themselves individually. Identity attributes can also be such a foundational part of a character’s
personality that they define him and end up influencing many areas of his life. For this reason,
spirituality, patriotism, and introversion belong in the identity category.Positive attributes show
the reader who the character really is and that she is worth caring about. But with hundreds of
traits to choose from, how do writers find the right strengths to make their characters likable and
unique? The answer lies in understanding the influencers that shape an individual’s
personality.HOW POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES DEVELOPSo many factors influence who a person is
—from current circumstances all the way back to childhood and the formative years. To build a
well-rounded, believable character, it’s important to recognize all the possible contributors and
see how they come together to form attributes. Only then will writers be able to create an
authentic cast that will ring true with readers.GENETICSAs important as it is for characters to
take charge and make their own choices, some things are out of their control. Like it or not,
they’re born with certain inherent attributes. For instance, a character will likely have a natural
tendency toward introversion or extroversion. He may either be enthusiastic or calm-natured
without ever making the conscious decision for one over the other. Other strengths, like high
intelligence or a talent for a musical instrument or a sport, are genetically imparted. While it’s
possible to adopt different attributes over time, there are some that a character is simply born
with.ETHICS AND VALUESEthics are beliefs that revolve around good and bad, moral duty, and
obligation. Because of the desire to uphold what’s right, a character will embrace attributes that
reflect his ethics. A protagonist who would say, “If I agree to finish a project, I must see it through
to the end,” is someone with a strong sense of duty who places a high value on keeping his
word. Resulting attributes may include responsibility, honesty, and discipline.Values are ideals
regarding the worth of people, ideas, and objects. Tied closely to morals, a character’s values
also determine which attributes become part of his personality. Take this value judgment, for
example: “I would rather err on the side of love than on the side of justice.” A character who
believes this statement appreciates mercy and second chances and will likely be
compassionate rather than judgmental. He places a high value on people and sees issues in
varying shades of gray rather than in black and white. As a result, some of his strongest
attributes may be kindness, empathy, supportiveness, and other traits that align with this
belief.UPBRINGING AND CAREGIVERSA character’s caregivers are his first role models. As a
child, he will notice the values and qualities that they espouse. For example, if they held structure
and order in high regard, he may come to embrace those traits. This can happen organically,
simply from seeing these characteristics exhibited. Or, if his relationship with his caregivers is
marked by love and respect, he may consciously choose to adopt their attributes as his
own.Even when the relationship is dysfunctional, a caregiver’s traits will inevitably influence an
impressionable child. In the above example, if the structured parent was also highly critical and
rigid, the character may rebel by rejecting the positive attribute of structured orderliness and
embrace an opposing one, such as free-spiritedness.NEGATIVE EXPERIENCESWhile negative
experiences often result in the emergence of flaws, they can also cause positive traits to



develop. For instance, a child who was abused by her mother may become an incredibly
nurturing adult in an attempt to keep from inflicting the same pain on her children. A character
may also embrace certain attributes as a way of preventing a flaw from forming, as in the case of
a child—once harshly judged and criticized—who adopts tolerance so he can avoid becoming
like his accusers. Negative experiences are incredibly formative; authors must have intimate
knowledge of their characters’ pasts if they’re to understand their personalities in the
present.PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTCharacters are influenced by their environments, both past
and present. A child who grew up in a tough neighborhood is going to have different attributes
from one who was raised on a farm. Traits formed in childhood usually follow a character into
adulthood, but a change in environment may cause a shift in attributes, particularly when the
change is drastic. Consider the case of a well-to-do girl who marries the love of her life: a
construction worker whose income is a fraction of the girl’s former monthly allowance. To survive
in her new environment and make her marriage work, she must adopt and develop new attributes
—namely, efficiency, thriftiness, and self-control.PEERSAt certain points in life, peers become
one’s biggest influencers. Some characters may adopt the attributes shared by their peers as a
way of fitting in and gaining acceptance. Others might truly admire their friends’ attributes and
choose to embrace them in an effort to improve themselves. It’s important, though, to keep in
mind that not every character is easily swayed by those around him.PUTTING IT ALL
TOGETHERA character’s positive attributes arise from different sources, so when building a
profile, the author needs to know his protagonist inside and out—his needs, fears, desires, likes,
and dislikes. Developing a backstory allows a writer to see how the character’s past experiences
have molded him into who he is now. Writers can get into their protagonist’s mind-set by
understanding his moral beliefs and seeing what needs, goals, and desires he believes to be
important. Probing the past will also reveal emotional wounds, which will be discussed further in
the Character Arc section.Some writers find tools like a character questionnaire useful, so we’ve
created one in Appendix A. Creating well-rounded characters also means pulling from moral,
achievement, interactive, and identity-based attributes, so the category list in Appendix C is a
good place to start when thinking about the types of attributes to incorporate. The Character
Attribute Target Tool in Appendix B is a useful way to then organize each character’s positive
qualities, helping to ensure all four categories are represented.POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES AND
CHARACTER ARC: OVERCOMING THE FATAL FLAWCharacter arc, put simply, is the evolution
of a character. The most important arc is that of the protagonist, who at the start of his journey is
somehow incomplete, damaged or lost. Even if he seems content, something is missing within,
and only through change can he fill this lack and evolve.Most characters, like real people, are
striving for growth, to become the best version of themselves. However, working against them
are their flaws—the negative attributes that hold them back in some way from reaching this
perfect ideal. Flaws are a character’s weaknesses, his dark side. Some are small, seemingly
insignificant, while others create giant blind spots that hamper his progress time and again.
Either way, these traits play a part in robbing the character of self-growth and true



happiness.Most characters have at least one fatal flaw, a negative trait that causes him to be
somehow “stuck” at the start of his story. To complicate matters, he will often misinterpret this
flaw as a strength, and can’t see how it is keeping him from achieving what he desires most.
While there should be an external force of some kind working against him, it is this internal fatal
flaw that he must conquer to feel both fulfilled and complete. The only exception is in the case of
a tragedy, where the character is unable to move past his greatest fear and so remains
unchanged and unfulfilled. In this case, the fatal flaw becomes a tragic flaw.So where do flaws
come from? Why do they have such profound control over behavior? The answer lies in the
protagonist’s past and his emotional wounds.A wound is an emotional hurt that has caused so
much damage the character will do anything to prevent himself from experiencing the same pain
again. Examples might be a woman jilted at the altar, or a man who trusted his brother with his
investments, only to go broke. Because of this wounding moment, the woman refuses to give her
heart away again, and the man becomes miserly and resentful. Wounds often occur in a
character’s formative years, and the resulting attitudes and behaviors carry forward into
adulthood. A teenager abandoned by his parents may view all adults as untrustworthy and find
himself unable to trust others as an adult himself. Whatever the circumstance, the wound
dampens happiness and fulfillment in some way, tainting the character’s view of the world and
the people in it.[1]At the core of the wound is something else: the lie the character believes about
himself as a result of suffering the emotional wound. For example, the woman may think she was
dumped at the altar because she is unworthy of love. The man who lost his savings might
believe that his poor judgment is to blame. The abandoned teen may worry that his parents left
because he is defective in some way. This lie is what the character fears most, and what he
cannot face. Yet, this is the very thing he must confront if he is to become whole.OUTER
MOTIVATION AND OUTER CONFLICTAt its most basic, the character arc consists of four
pieces. The outer motivation is what the hero wants to achieve, and the outer conflict is the
element that’s blocking him from reaching that goal. In the film The Bourne Identity, Jason
Bourne is trying to discover who he is (outer motivation) before black-ops agents catch and kill
him (outer conflict).While strengths are important in helping a character achieve his goal, due to
the lie, the character often believes these qualities to be weaknesses. He sees them as
negatives—a perception that is frequently reinforced by the supporting cast.In Jason Bourne’s
example, everyone tied to Operation Treadstone views him as a killer, a threat who must be
extinguished. And with each crime Jason commits, with each life he’s forced to take to protect
himself, this label is reinforced, along with his fear that he may be exactly what they say he is.
Suffering from amnesia, Jason doesn’t want to believe he’s a killer, but the evidence piles up in
the form of his inherent knowledge of combat, survival skills, and weaponry. He wants to run
from what he is, but to survive, he must embrace the skills that make him so dangerous
(alertness, resourcefulness, persistence, and adaptability) and use them to outwit and defeat
those determined to silence him.INNER MOTIVATION AND INNER CONFLICTDynamic,
complex story lines also contain an inner journey that mirrors the external one. For every outer



motivation, there should be an inner motivation (why the character wants to achieve his goal).
The inner motivation is often tied to a desire for greater self-worth.Inner motivation should be
accompanied by inner conflict: the flaws and/or lies that stand in the way of personal growth and
true happiness. As the hero wrestles with the lie, he experiences doubt and failures. Setbacks
are debilitating, but they are necessary if the character’s resolve is to shine through. Before he
can be free of his fatal flaw, he must be burned by it, and before he can dismiss the lie, he must
believe it wholeheartedly. The bigger the struggle and the deeper the pain, the more meaningful
the protagonist’s journey is to readers.In Jason Bourne’s case, his goal (to find out who he is) is
driven by his inner motivation (to prove he is not a remorseless killer). His inner conflict (the lie)
is the belief that regardless of who he is, he has done terrible things and does not deserve
redemption. His fatal flaw is close-mindedness—a refusal to admit that there could be some
truth to what others say about him, and more importantly, that he chose this life voluntarily.The
strongest arcs are full of ups and downs that parallel the plot’s rough road. The hero should have
plenty of outer conflict working against him, along with blows to his ego and self-esteem (inner
conflict) that erode his personal development. Even though it might seem as if he cannot face his
emotional wounds or be free of his flaws, he must. At some point, the hero should face a similar
situation to the one that caused the original wound—only this time the outcome is different. His
newfound strength and belief in himself keeps fear from taking hold, and he triumphs. This core
of strength is where the character’s positive attributes come in.POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES HELP
CHARACTERS WIN THE DAYResolve alone is not enough for the protagonist to achieve his
goal. Jason Bourne would not have been able to succeed without his bravery, determination,
and moral sense of justice. So while the hero needs flaws that make change and growth seem
impossible, he must also embody attributes that will enable him to find his way out of the
darkness.A character does not have to overcome all his flaws during the journey, but if the story
is to end with him becoming a stronger, more balanced version of himself, then the fatal flaw
must be vanquished, or at least diminished to the point that it no longer controls his life. A
complete, successful arc should show the character in opposites at the story start and finish: a
protagonist jaded by the corruption around him learns to see the good in humanity; a controlling
hero who viewed the world with mistrust now allows others to make decisions and help him in
his efforts.For further insight on character arc and how it fits into story structure, we highly
recommend Michael Hauge’s Writing Screenplays That Sell.[1] Michael Hauge, author of Writing
Screenplays that SellBUILDING CHARACTERS FROM THE GROUND UP: CHOOSING THE
RIGHT ATTRIBUTESWhile flaws create challenges and friction, attributes forge likability and
allow the character to prosper. But including the right balance of positives and negatives
requires skill. Too many flaws and she becomes unlikable. Too many attributes and not only will
the character succeed too easily, she will be unrealistic, threatening the reader’s ability to
connect with the hero and the story. Here are a few ways to choose strong attribute
combinations for your character:BRAINSTORM OPPOSITES WITHIN THE BIG PICTUREEven
if you aren’t an outliner, all writers should do some planning before starting a first draft. Taking



the time to understand your protagonist’s goals and fears will simplify the character creation
process. Whether you prefer to start with a plot or a character, a few key questions will help you
get started.If you are a plot-focused writer, ask yourself: What do I want to happen in this story?
Write a blurb or a few scenes that you envision, and decide what the outcome of the story is
(what the protagonist wins or achieves). Once you’re happy with this foundation, ask yourself:
Who is the worst possible type of person to put into this situation? Knowing what terrible things
you have planned will help you build a character who is unsuited for the task ahead. Think of
personality flaws that will hurt, hamper, and hold him back, making success seem out of reach.
Then, by using the entries in this volume, you can choose positive attributes that will eventually
counteract or overpower his weaknesses. The resulting character will be perfect for your story—
someone whose flaws make winning difficult, but whose positive attributes will eventually help
him fulfill his goals.If you consider yourself a character-focused writer, ask this question: Who is
this character and what makes me care about him enough to write his story? Jot down notes
about his quirks, attitudes, morals, and beliefs to get a sense of who he is, using this thesaurus
for inspiration. Delve into his backstory. Who hurt him and why? Who showed him love or made
him feel like he belonged? What challenges did he face that hardened him or weakened him?
Once you have a good idea of who he is, then ask yourself: Based on what I know about this
person, what is the worst thing that could happen to him?That “worst thing” should tie into your
plot. Develop it. Work against the hero and throw hardship his way. Once you know what he must
do to win, give him flaws that block his path to success. These flaws should weaken him in some
way, hurt his relationships with other characters, and blind him to his own deepest fears about
himself.To identify his emotional wounds, pull from his past and zero in on the hurts he’s
suffered. Once you have chosen flaws that set him back, double-check that the strengths you
originally envisioned will help him overcome adversity. These attributes should also help him
gain a better perspective and create deeper insight into himself, helping him face his internal
demons and emerge whole.The movie Titanic contains a strong example of how opposing flaws
and attributes can be combined with great effect. Rose DeWitt Bukater is sophisticated and
responsible, as befits a girl of her station in 1912. But she’s also rebellious, a trait that conflicts
with her attributes. This rebellious streak is what drives her choices, complicating the story and
creating tension in her relationships.USE THE FOUR CATEGORIESCreate a rounded character
by choosing positive attributes that stem from his moral beliefs, help him achieve his goals, allow
for healthy interaction with others, and clarify his identity. His qualities should complement one
another, satisfying needs or matching his core beliefs. This will reinforce his personality type and
more clearly define who he is. A handy reference that breaks down the traits by category can be
found in Appendix C.MASK STRENGTH IN THE CHARACTER’S EYESStories are satisfying, in
part, because we get to watch the protagonist evolve and beat the odds. One way to show his
growth is to give him an attribute that seems useless or makes him feel weak in some way.
Seeing him recognize the trait for what it is and convert it into his greatest strength is incredibly
fulfilling for readers. Get creative when picking attributes. Sometimes, the less obvious choice



offers the best opportunities for him to overcome adversity.In Stephen King’s The Stand, Tom
Cullen is frustrated by his low intelligence, wishing he could be smarter and remember things
better in order to help his friends in the Free Zone as they prepare for war. However, when he is
sent to Las Vegas to spy on the enemy, it is his simple nature and lack of guile that allow him to
succeed when those more cunning fail.PICK SOMETHING UNEXPECTEDReaders can usually
connect to a hero’s goal, the pain surrounding his past wound, or his desire to become
something better. But interest can also be peaked by a character who embodies qualities that
are unexpected. Maybe he has a personal quirk or preference or an unusual combination of
traits. Choose an attribute (which can also manifest as a skill or talent) that is delightfully
unexpected. This is a good technique for protagonists, secondary characters, and even the
villain.In the film Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory, Willy Wonka is quirky and flamboyant—
traits which marry well. However, he is also an idealist; his whole point of inviting children to his
factory is to find one who is responsible and good-hearted enough to carry on his legacy. The
idealism is unexpected, and adds a unique twist to the story’s end.HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH?
While it would be easier to choose just one defining attribute for your character, doing so can
lead to a flat hero with little dimension. This is why you don’t find many existing literary
characters who only exhibit one trait. The protagonist requires the most development, and while
there are no hard-and-fast rules, we recommend he have at least one main attribute from each
of the four categories to round out his personality. Use your writer’s intuition to find balance, and
if needed, ask critique partners for second opinions.Too many attributes can result in a messy
character whose motivations and emotions are hard to define, while too few attributes puts him
in danger of being forgettable. Develop all your characters thoroughly, and each will be
memorable in some way. For example, Samwise Gamgee from The Lord of the Rings is loyal,
down-to-earth, and attentive. John McClane from Die Hard is witty, brave, just, and persistent.
Both characters are fleshed out and complete, holding their own on the screen.A useful
technique in choosing multiple attributes is to identify one as the primary and make the others
secondary. This prioritization will keep clear in the author’s mind which traits to emphasize most
and which to use as support, adding dimension to the character’s personality. For example,
Hermione Granger in the Harry Potter series is meticulous, driven, and responsible, but readers
associate her primarily with intelligence because it directly influences all of her behaviors,
attitudes, and decisions.POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES AND VILLAINSIt might not be natural to think
of villains and positive attributes in the same sentence, but it’s incredibly important that our
antagonists have legitimate strengths. Why? Because the stronger the villain, the more
seemingly impossible it will be for the hero to best him. Seeing the main character in a high
stakes situation against an indomitable foe evokes empathy in readers as they wonder how the
protagonist can possibly succeed. Building this reader empathy is one of the core purposes of
character creation; if you want to do it well, develop an antagonist’s positive attributes to make
him as strong as possible using the following techniques.RUN A BACKGROUND CHECKAs
writers, we tend to be so focused on the hero that the villain drops off the radar. To make him



intimidating, develop him as thoroughly as any of your other main characters. The same
influencers that form a hero’s positive attributes will also impact the villain. Do your research.
Create a profile using a Character Profile Questionnaire like the one in Appendix A. Flesh him
out, and he’ll emerge as a realistic threat to both the hero and your readers.KNOW HIS
CHARACTER ARCA villain’s character arc should contain the same elements as the hero’s.
Along with having a goal that is frustrated by an external source (the protagonist), his goal
should be driven by an inner need for greater self-esteem resulting from a lie that he believes
about himself. And, if the antagonist has been properly developed, his motivations should be
traced back to an emotionally devastating wound in his past.Take the villain Keyser Söze, from
the movie The Usual Suspects. A petty criminal, Söze’s wound is inflicted with the death of his
wife and family. After killing each member of the Hungarian Mafia that he blames for their deaths,
he goes underground and builds a criminal empire based on secrecy, fear, and myth. His goal is
to keep his identity concealed, even from those closest to him (outer motivation), which is
sometimes difficult due to the police force and the occasional eyewitness (outer conflict).
Although his inner motivation isn’t revealed, one could argue that he wants to hide his identity so
no one will ever be able to hurt him or those closest to him again. His inner conflict remains
unspoken also, but it would make sense that he accepts the blame for the deaths of his wife and
children and believes himself to be beyond redemption for bringing such a bitter end upon them
(the lie).A character like this—with wounds, motivations, flaws, and ambitions—is realistic. He
makes sense to readers, who see that the hero is up against someone with real issues. By
exploring your villain’s character arc, not only does he become more interesting and frightening
to readers, the hero’s situation is worsened in the form of a truly formidable and screwed-up
opponent.MAKE HIM STRONGAn author’s knowledge of the villain is often limited to his major
flaws and how they drive him. But just as a hero requires strengths to get what he wants, so does
the antagonist. Whether the goal is monetary gain (Hans Gruber, Die Hard), control (Nurse
Ratched, One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest), or self-actualization (Buffalo Bill, Silence of the
Lambs), a specific set of strengths is required for the villain to have a realistic shot at achieving
success. It is these positive attributes that convince readers that he may indeed get what he
wants, which increases their fear for the hero. It’s also important to remember that the magnitude
of the hero’s evolution is directly related to the greatness of his opponent. If the protagonist
overcomes a wimpy villain, he hasn’t really accomplished much, and readers aren’t impressed.
But pit the hero against an intelligent, patient, vindictive antagonist who is just as driven to
achieve his goals? Beating that bad guy elevates the main character to true hero status.To
create strong, realistic, intimidating villains, make sure they embody strengths that enable them
to get what they want. In the case of Keyser Söze, patience, intelligence, organization,
discretion, and determination are the strengths necessary to becoming a ruthless and evasive
criminal mastermind. These strengths transform Keyser Söze from a theoretical bad guy to one
of the most intriguing and memorable villains ever written. You can do the same for your
antagonist by picking the right mix of attributes.MAKE HIM MULTIDIMENSIONALAlthough a



villain may not embody attributes from all four categories (moral, achievement, interactive, and
identity), the possibility should be considered. It’s as important for the antagonist to have
different kinds of strengths as it is for the hero—with a few key differences.Some may argue that
villains lack morals, but most of the time this isn’t true. Many fictional and historical antagonists
are ruled by a moral code; it’s just different from what is accepted as right and wrong by the
general public. Gordon Gekko (Wall Street) lives by the mantra that greed is good, and therefore
views it as a worthwhile pursuit. Amon Goeth, the real-life horror depicted in the movie
Schindler’s List, believed that an entire race of people held no value at all; in his mind, his
actions were right and acceptable, contributing to the greater good. When choosing a moral
attribute for your villain, consider how his moral code has been warped by past wounds and
negative experiences. A principled villain is a truly frightening one, particularly when his moral
choices are atrocious to the hero and reader.This being said, while a moral attribute is usually
the predictor of the rest of a hero’s positive traits, this isn’t always the case for the antagonist.
Because the villain’s wound is so profound, it produces a great need, increasing the likelihood
that his defining attribute will come from one of the other three categories. Buffalo Bill, one of the
villains from Silence of the Lambs, is so desperate to escape his physical body that he sets out
to create a new one from the skin of his victims. It could be argued that his defining strength,
although used in a twisted manner (as is true of most villains), is an identity attribute:
inventiveness, out of which his other strengths form. It’s also common for villains to embrace
achievement attributes, since these characters are so goal oriented.PUTTING IT ALL
TOGETHERThe important thing to remember about most villains is that they’re people just like
anyone else. They’re a mix of good and bad, with strengths and weaknesses. And while a villain
may be generally offensive to you, he has wounds and needs as desperate—often more so—
than the ordinary person. Figure out what makes your antagonist tick. Make him strong enough
to pose a serious threat to your hero, and you’ll have a worthy adversary that will have readers
firmly on the side of your main character.THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR CHARACTER’S
POSITIVE ATTRIBUTESIf you as the author are going to realistically write your character’s
personality, it’s important to know not only what caused their attributes, but also how these traits
manifest in the present. Here are a few areas you should be familiar with if you hope to clearly
convey your character’s personality to readers.BEHAVIORS AND ATTITUDESOnce you’ve
identified your protagonist’s positive qualities, it becomes easier to guess how he will react in
varying situations—particularly in unexpected circumstances, since these are the moments
when responses are immediate. For instance, three characters who’ve just learned that they’ve
won the lottery will react according to the traits they possess. An enthusiastic hero may scream,
jump up and down, and pull others into the celebration. Someone with a cautious nature might
express disbelief and stop to gather facts before tentatively becoming excited. An appreciative
character might cry and verbally thank those who are bestowing the gift.The interesting thing
about characters is that, like real people, if you put them all in the same situation, they will react
differently. Even those who share the same attribute will respond in distinctive ways due to the



combination of traits they possess. Let’s assume that our three lottery winners all share
excitability as an attribute. The first character, who is also very generous, may promise to give
his money away before he’s even collected it. The excitable but boorish winner might shout
gleeful obscenities and spray beer on everyone. Our third lucky hero, an excitable hypocrite, may
announce his plan to pay off all his debts when he has no intention of doing so.The options for
how any individual will respond in a given situation are endless. That’s why we’ve provided so
many possible behaviors and attitudes for each attribute, to get you thinking about how your
character may react.THOUGHTSIt’s important to remember that characters aren’t always honest
—with themselves or with others. For instance, your hero may act obedient because he believes
it’s the right way to be, or because he’s surrounded by people who value that trait. But he might
really be hiding a rebellious nature; he is compliant on the outside, but on the inside he resents
anyone telling him what to do. Thoughts aren’t as flashy as actions, but they’re sensational in
that they tend to reveal one’s true nature. If you want to show your character’s authentic
personality to the reader, you must know what he’s thinking and how his thoughts contrast with
his behaviors and actions.EMOTIONAL RANGEWhen showing your character’s attributes, his
emotional range will factor into how he reacts. Is he demonstrative or reserved? Does he change
the way he acts around different groups of people? Are there emotions that he hides? Most
people aren’t comfortable showing all of their feelings. A passionate character who is desperate
for acceptance may downplay his emotions in an effort to be more like his peers. A happy
character may be uncomfortable expressing any negativity because of his determination to live
up to his cheerful reputation. Knowing your character’s emotional range will allow you to convey
his feelings in an authentic way.NEGATIVESWhile attributes are overwhelmingly positive, it’s
important to remember that they have their negative sides too. A loyal character is highly
devoted to his friends, but his devotion may lead him to support someone whose motivations or
actions are questionable. Loyalty can be taken too far, leading the character to lie for others or
claim to agree with things he doesn’t. Most attributes aren’t purely positive; many times they also
contain a negative component. Utilize both, and you’ll deepen your character’s personality in a
way that will ring true with readers.HOW TO SHOW YOUR CHARACTER’S ATTRIBUTESOnce
you’ve identified your character’s defining attributes and are familiar with all the aspects
involved, you need to be able to effectively convey those traits to the reader. As with so many
areas of writing, it’s important to show these attributes rather than simply telling the reader about
them. Showing takes more effort than telling, but it will pay off through the strengthening of the
reader-character bond.Telling creates distance because the reader is sitting back and being told
about the character. It’s the difference between someone telling you about the hot new guy in the
office and you seeing him for yourself. Hearing about him may encourage interest, but you’re not
emotionally involved until you see him with your own eyes. This is why it’s important to show who
your characters are. How is this achieved?THROUGH ACTIONS AND QUIRKSAttributes dictate
actions, so if a character is being honest with himself and with others, his behavior will reflect his
positive traits. In Anne of Green Gables, Anne Shirley’s natural inclination to look on the bright



side shows the reader that she is an optimist. When Forrest Gump remains true to Jenny despite
her flakiness and many disappearances, the audience infers that he is loyal, and they like him
because of it. If a character behaves consistently, readers will be able to figure out what his
attributes are, and what kind of person he is.Quirks—small, original mannerisms or habits—also
show personality. Captain Jack Sparrow from the Pirates of the Caribbean movies is memorable
partly because of his individuality. Through his black eyeliner, the weird rise and fall of his voice,
his drunken walk, and the flapping of his hands, it’s clear that we’re dealing with a flamboyant
character. It’s equally easy to tell that Buddy, from the movie Elf, is uninhibited due to his many
quirky habits—from using maple syrup as a condiment to singing in public. Quirks are an
effective way to reveal a character’s positive side because each one is individual. When used
wisely, these peccadilloes can tell the reader a great deal about the character.THROUGH
RELATIONSHIPSA character’s personality can come alive through his interactions with others.
Everyone has their own biases, likes, and dislikes, which they subconsciously apply to their
relationships. These differences between people can cause conflict, creating tension and stirring
up trouble. Pair your hero with others who have opposing attributes or flaws, and your
character’s traits will come across loud and clear.Another technique is to let the secondary
characters show the reader what kind of person your hero truly is. It’s been said that if you want
to really know someone, don’t ask him what he’s like; ask the people closest to him. The hero is
most comfortable with his friends, so when they’re together, his guard is down and he acts more
naturally. Show your character’s true personality by what others have to say through their
perceptions of him. This is a good way to get past a hero’s bluster and learn what he’s really
like.THROUGH THOUGHTSAs was mentioned above, your character isn’t always honest about
his personality. In an effort to mask flaws, he may act like he has certain strengths when he
doesn’t. He also may try to emulate the people he admires when he’s really very different. But
the giveaway is the character’s thoughts, because in his own mind he doesn’t have to hide or
pretend. If he’s the point-of-view character, give readers a glimpse into his head. Show them the
dissonance between his thoughts and his actions to reveal what he really thinks.THROUGH
CRISES AND CHOICESIn a crisis, stakes are raised and emotions run high, making coherent
thought difficult. With no time to dissemble, a hero acts instinctively, letting his true nature show.
In the zombie-apocalypse movie World War Z, when Gerry Lane’s cohort is bitten on the hand,
Gerry doesn’t hesitate in chopping it off. His quick response shows that he is decisive, willing to
take risks, and able to control his fear.Choices, on the other hand, add an element of time. The
character is able to think things through, weigh options, and carefully decide what he should or
shouldn’t do. In the original Alien film, Ellen Ripley is given the choice of allowing her alien-
infested mate aboard the ship and possibly saving his life or leaving him outside to die to keep
the aircraft free from contagion. Through the calm way she comes to her decision, we can see
that she’s cautious, sensible, and not easily swayed by others. Readers can learn a lot about the
character not only by the choices she makes but also through the process she uses to reach her
decisions.THROUGH THE CHARACTER’S EVOLUTIONOver the course of a story, the



protagonist should learn to move past or subdue his fatal flaw. But while his biggest weaknesses
will change, his main attributes should be steadfast. By ensuring that strengths stay consistent,
the author will reinforce these positive traits by giving readers many opportunities to see the hero
exhibiting them.WHEN READERS AREN’T INTERESTED: COMMON PITFALLS IN
CHARACTER CREATIONIt’s been determined that readers bond with characters who are
human and evoke admiration, respect, or curiosity. The key to creating these characters is to
give them positive attributes that will generate intrigue. But what if, despite our best efforts at
creating interesting and realistic characters, readers aren’t into them? Here are a few reasons
the audience may fail to bond with your hero.UNREALISTIC CHARACTERSIf a character comes
across as unrealistic, then the problem could be that the author doesn’t know him well enough.
You might have the answers to numerous questions about your character, but this doesn’t lead
to intimacy. It’s the same in real life. If you’re a Brad Pitt fan, you could find tons of data about him
online, but that doesn’t mean you know him. You couldn’t predict his actions when things get
crazy, or identify the triggers from his past that will cause changes in his current behavior, or
even understand what he values in his heart of hearts. With your limited knowledge, you could
try to write about him, but he would come off as unrealistic and… very un-Brad-Pitt-like. For
characters to ring true, the author needs to know them deeply so they will act consistently and
make sense to the reader.Another reason a character may seem false is if his voice isn’t quite
right. Speech should be as unique as the character. Due to differences in tone, quality, pitch,
volume, speed, word choice, and many other factors, voices are easily identifiable from one
another. Defining personality traits affect speech as well; an impatient character will talk
differently than an easygoing or pensive one. Keep all this in mind when thinking about how your
hero might speak. Another useful technique is to listen to movie characters who display
distinctive speech elements. Karl Childers (Slingblade), Vizzini (The Princess Bride), Buffalo Bill
(The Silence of the Lambs), and Forrest Gump (Forrest Gump) all have highly original voices.
Note what makes them singular, and see how those elements can be applied to your
protagonist.A third possible cause for an unrealistic character has to do with his emotions. When
a reader connects with a character and experiences what he’s feeling, a bond is created. The
reader empathizes and cares what happens to him, but only when the character’s emotion is
being conveyed realistically. When it’s not, readers don’t buy in; they pull back, creating distance.
Melodrama, too little feeling, emotion that isn’t clearly conveyed, and inconsistent responses will
result in a character that doesn’t ring true. Show your character’s feelings concisely, and you’ll
create the opposite effect, inviting readers to share the emotional experience.INCONSISTENT
CHARACTER ARCA character’s arc is important to the overall story. When there’s a major
problem with the arc, it will create inconsistencies or gaps that will give the reader a sense that
something is off. One of the biggest problems is when a character has no flaws. Authors can
become so attached to their heroes that they don’t want to think of them as weak. But without a
flaw, the hero has no way to improve or fail, and the reader has nothing to root for. Imagine
Hamlet without his indecision or Victor Frankenstein with no morbidity. These characters would



experience no inner conflict and have nothing to overcome. Who wants to read about that?
Unflawed people don’t exist in the real world, and they won’t exist for long on paper because
readers won’t stand for them. To create a hero who will resonate with readers, make sure he has
some weaknesses to balance out his strengths.FLAT CHARACTERSThere are a number of
reasons a character may come across as flat. One of the biggest problems is with unoriginal or
stereotypical characters. It’s easy to fall back on these archetypes because they’re proven. The
hooker with the heart of gold, the eccentric hermit, the wise but slightly crackpot mentor—all of
these templates have worked in the past. But after too many reiterations, they lose their appeal.
To avoid recreating what’s already been done, strive to make your character unique. Twist
traditional clichés and create fresh personalities that capture interest.One-dimensional
characters with only a single defining attribute can also disappoint readers, like the studious
bookworm or the athletic jock. To avoid this pitfall, build characters that have various traits,
preferably from all four categories. When you succeed in identifying and blending attributes that
go well together, you’ll add depth that will make your hero multidimensional and
interesting.Passive heroes are another no-no. These characters react to circumstances instead
of creating change for themselves. They don’t make their own decisions but instead respond
when things start happening around them. Readers won’t respect a hero who sits back and lets
other people and events determine his destiny. The character should be making his own choices
and moving forward in the story, even if his decisions are wrong. Readers can relate to wrong.
So make sure your hero is taking charge and not just waiting for things to
happen.INSUFFICIENT STAKESMany times, readers tune out of a story or fall out of love with a
character because they don’t know what’s at stake. Whether it’s being stuck in prison (The
Shawshank Redemption), living a life of solitude and isolation (An Officer and a Gentleman), or
the end of the world as we know it (Deep Impact), every good story should contain high stakes.
To figure out the stakes in your story, ask yourself this question: What will happen if my character
doesn’t achieve his goal?If you know what’s at risk but readers still aren’t tuning in, it’s possible
that your stakes aren’t high enough. For readers to fully invest in a story, they have to believe that
something horrible is going to happen if the protagonist fails. This is what makes them cheer for
the character and keeps them turning pages. If you fear that you’ve set your stakes too low, there
are a few ways to make them more urgent.First, focus on stakes that are universal. Survival,
love, hunger, sex, safety, protecting loved ones—these are stakes that anyone can understand
because they’re so basic. Blake Snyder of Save the Cat fame calls them primal stakes, because
everyone gets them on a visceral level. Consider the children’s classic Charlotte’s Web. What’s
at stake here? Wilbur is at stake. How is that compelling? you ask. Who cares about a pig? Well,
people may not care about farm animals, but pretty much everyone is worried about death. If you
can make the stakes in your story primal and universal, you’ll go a long way toward ensuring that
any reader is going to be invested.While it’s easy to identify the stakes in popular movies and
books, it’s harder to do this for our own stories. To put this into practice, let’s manufacture a
fictional scenario and figure out how to turn up the heat. Let’s say you’ve got a story about a



woman—we’ll call her Faye—who wants to save her marriage. Protecting one’s marriage or
family is pretty basic, so that qualifies as primal stakes. But it’s not exactly riveting. How do we
give it more urgency?The next step would be to make it clear that something awful is going to
happen if the character doesn’t get what she wants. In Faye’s situation, we know that her
marriage is at stake, and we know on a theoretical level that a marriage breakup is awful. But
readers shouldn’t be feeling theoretical worry; they should be biting their nails. We need to make
the awfulness clear. Maybe if Faye’s marriage ends in divorce, she will lose her husband’s
insurance coverage for her epileptic daughter, which she desperately needs to cover the
medical bills.Sometimes, even when the stakes are high, readers still don’t feel a sense of
urgency. They need to believe that danger is looming. To accomplish this, add a deadline or
countdown so the reader can see that time is running out. A ticking clock increases the tension
and keeps readers involved. In the case of Faye, let’s say that the reason her marriage is in
danger is because her husband believes she was unfaithful. He’s agreed to go to counseling
with her, but if they haven’t resolved their problems by the end of two months, he’s done. Two
months to put a marriage back together? Impossible! Now we’ve got some tension.Finally, keep
throwing obstacles at your character. Without imminent danger, even primal stakes cease to be
compelling. Numerous things could happen during those two months to make things more
difficult for Faye. The therapist she chooses could be a dud. Her daughter’s health may
deteriorate. The man her husband believes was her lover may start pursuing Faye, giving her
husband more fuel for the divorce fire. Or Faye could find out she’s pregnant. Obstacles create
uncertainty about your protagonist’s ability to succeed. Make sure your character is facing
roadblocks that increase in risk and intensity as the story progresses. This will ramp up the
tension and give the reader more reason to fear for the hero.INSIGNIFICANT VILLAINSMany
times it’s the villain who makes the hero’s situation unbearable. Reader concern for the hero
often stems from the unconscionable nature of the bad guy. But if the character opposing the
hero isn’t terrifying, then the stakes don’t seem quite so desperate. To make sure this doesn’t
happen, do your homework. Map out the villain’s character arc so you’re aware of what he wants
and why he’s so desperate to achieve it. Figure out his inner motivation so you know what vital
piece of his internal makeup is missing or damaged. As driven as your hero is to achieve his
goals, the villain should be just as determined to get what he wants. If the antagonist is willing to
do whatever it takes to succeed, then your hero will be in big, big trouble. And that should play a
large part in upping reader interest.FINAL NOTESWhile we’ve tried to include a broad range of
attributes in this thesaurus, there are simply too many for the list to be complete. We recommend
using the index to find the trait you’re looking for since many attributes can be grouped together.
For example, cheerful, jolly, upbeat, and merry are practically interchangeable, and so are all
listed under the parent entry, happy. In other cases, the trait is so similar to an existing entry that
we placed them together to avoid repetition. If you still can’t find the trait that you want, consider
consulting an entry that’s similar, since you may find that information useful. Also, since
strengths that are embedded in the psyche are the most complex and difficult to write, we chose



to focus on these rather than attributes that are physical in nature (graceful, attractive, etc.).It’s
important to remember that this book is meant to be used as a brainstorming guide. While the
entries contain specific information regarding behaviors, emotions, and possible causes for
attributes, characters are unique. They will react according to the combination of traits they
possess, the intensity of the situation, their emotions at the time, who they’re with, and any
number of other factors. As such, the entries in this volume should act as a starting point rather
than an exhaustive list for choosing your character’s response to any given situation.It should
also be noted that while this thesaurus can be used as a stand-alone reference, we recommend
using it with to aid in the creation of balanced, complex characters.Theories and opinions
abound regarding the study of character and personality. For the purposes of character creation
involving positive attributes, we’ve gone with one school of thought among many. The core
causes of behavior are especially wide-ranging and often are directly tied to the individual’s past
experiences. The causes we’ve listed in these entries are simply possibilities—ideas to
encourage writers to think more about how the past should affect their character’s present
behavior.If there’s one thing we’ve learned from the writing of this resource, it’s that there is no
limit to the number of original characters that can be created. By uncovering your character’s
past, factoring in their genetic makeup, and plugging in other components, you should be able to
build many never-before-seen characters that are both realistic and intriguing. It is our hope and
sincere belief that this resource will help you build a cast of characters so well drawn that your
readers will feel compelled to share in their journey from the first page to the last. Best of luck!
THE POSITIVE TRAIT THESAURUSADAPTABLEDEFINITION: showing flexibility and versatility
regardless of the situationCATEGORIES: achievement, interactiveSIMILAR ATTRIBUTES:
flexible, resilient, versatilePOSSIBLE CAUSES:Having a strong inner driveGrowing up in a
dangerous or unpredictable environmentBeing a caregiver to someone who has a chronic
illnessThriving on challengesMoving from place to place frequently in childhoodHaving a calm,
unflappable natureCarrying little or no emotional baggageHaving a positive attitudeHaving
strong self-esteemASSOCIATED BEHAVIORS:Thinking quicklyHolding down more than one
jobBeing comfortable with responsibilityEnjoying travel and exposure to new culturesBeing
highly organizedBeing a team playerSociability with othersConfidenceBeing competitive with
oneselfOpen-mindednessExhibiting strong decision-making skillsPersuasiveness, either
through good people skills or manipulationPlanning ahead; keeping alternatives in mindBeing
prepared for anythingNot shying away from challengesBeing knowledgeable in many
areasPursuing education or training to make oneself more preparedFollowing orders
efficientlyPreferring a variety of experiences over routineSpontaneity and agreeabilityBeing
willing to improviseRecovering from disappointments or setbacks quicklyHaving strong
multitasking skillsVocally expressing one’s ideasBeing a good listenerHaving a strong sense of
empathyBeing thoughtful and considerateHaving broad interests and hobbiesMaintaining firm
control of one’s emotionsTaking advantage of opportunitiesLearning from one’s past
mistakesASSOCIATED THOUGHTS:I’d like to go out but if Margaret wants to eat in, we can do



that, too.I’ll take over Rick’s report. The team is waiting on it and he could be out sick for
days.Since no one else is stepping up, I will.I’m glad Marcy’s planning our vacation. Wherever
we end up going will be great.ASSOCIATED EMOTIONS: confidence, curiosity, eagerness,
happiness, peacefulness, pridePOSITIVE ASPECTS: Adaptable characters are reliable and
responsible and can thrive in almost any situation. They enjoy challenges and new experiences
and are at ease with change. Even during stressful situations, they can keep volatile emotions at
bay. Adaptable characters are able to work with others or lead, whichever is needed to achieve
the goal. They are quick thinkers who are able to keep their heads when others lose
theirs.NEGATIVE ASPECTS: Characters with this attribute can grow restless if they feel they are
not stimulated enough. They don’t always place as much importance on family and friendships
as other people do; relationships may suffer if these characters are paired with people who
require stability and routine.EXAMPLE FROM LITERATURE: Jason Bourne from The Bourne
Identity is a trained operative who has lost his memory. Seen as a threat by his government, he
is hunted by other assassins and must remain versatile in order to survive. Resourceful and
persistent, he fights when necessary, obtains money and documentation, and adapts to each
new environment so he can react as needed and remain safe. Other Examples from Film: Simon
Templar (The Saint), Hawkeye (The Last of the Mohicans)TRAITS IN SUPPORTING
CHARACTERS THAT MAY CAUSE CONFLICT: compulsive, decisive, impatient, introverted,
judgmental, meticulous, pensiveCHALLENGING SCENARIOS FOR THE ADAPTABLE
CHARACTER:Ambiguity (a situation, set of instructions, etc.) that one cannot prepare forBeing
asked to do something that will likely result in injury, suffering, or worseExperiencing conflicts
between one’s moral beliefs and the need to carry out an orderBeing required to always respond
to situations the same way, with no variation(RETURN TO
INDEX)ADVENTUROUSDEFINITION: willing to try new experiences and take
risksCATEGORIES: achievement, identity, interactiveSIMILAR ATTRIBUTES: daring, risk-taking,
venturousPOSSIBLE CAUSES:Growing up with parents who had a strong sense of
adventureBeing encouraged as a child to try new things and experiencesHaving adrenaline-
junkie tendenciesRequiring constant stimulation; being easily boredBeing an
extrovertASSOCIATED BEHAVIORS:Participating in extreme sports (rock climbing, sky diving,
bungee jumping, etc.)Obtaining injuries as a result of activities (broken bones, etc.)Taking risks
for funInitiating conversation in social situationsResearching new thrills, adventures, and
experiences to attemptTrying new foodsHaving a positive attitudeHaving a large social
circleBeing gear-savvy; using proper equipment for an activityReading up on other countries
and activities to experience thereJoining adventure-centric clubs or groupsWorking to live, not
living to workEnjoying meeting new peopleNot being tied to a single placeAsking people where
they’ve travelled and what they’ve donePreferring to spend money on experiences rather than
material thingsConsistently filling one’s free timeBeing interested in other cultures and
alternative lifestylesHaving a strong sense of self-esteemConfidenceOpen-
mindednessFriendlinessEnjoying the rush of adrenalineBeing “high energy”ExuberanceBeing



healthy and fitHaving more than the usual knowledge of nutritional needs and how the body
worksBeing multilingualDesiring to share one’s experiences with others; introducing them to new
thingsTraining to become proficient in activities (scuba lessons, cliff diving, etc.)Difficulty saving
money due to the high costs of gear, travel, and activitiesASSOCIATED THOUGHTS:A few
more weekend climbs like this and I can take on Devil’s Peak!Renee said the diving in Australia
can’t be beat; that’s where I’m going next.Donnie is worrying too much. This skydiving company
has an excellent reputation.A polar bear swim! That’s what I need to do.ASSOCIATED
EMOTIONS: confidence, determination, excitement, happiness, satisfactionPOSITIVE
ASPECTS: Adventurous characters attract other people who share their energy and sense of
fun. Willing to experiment and try new things, these characters want to experience all that life
has to offer. While others might settle for what makes them content, those with an adventurous
spirit will strive for complete happiness and satisfaction regardless of the risk or cost.NEGATIVE
ASPECTS: These characters commonly indulge in activities that create an emotional high. They
don’t often consider the consequences, which can put them in danger and bring about physical
harm. Their need for adventure may cloud their judgment, encouraging them to push
boundaries. When in a group of other adventurous types, peer pressure to do more and go
farther can lead to poor choices.EXAMPLE FROM FILM: Indiana Jones, the daring
archaeologist from the movie franchise, is a die-hard adventurer who will go to any lengths to
solve the mysteries of the ancient world. Indy easily adapts to different—often dangerous—
cultures and environments and thrives on the pursuit of knowledge, risking much to obtain relics
that will provide new information about the past. Other Examples from Literature and Film: Peter
Pan (Peter Pan), Lara Croft (Tomb Raider), the Dauntless faction (Divergent series)TRAITS IN
SUPPORTING CHARACTERS THAT MAY CAUSE CONFLICT: calm, cynical, insecure,
meticulous, needy, nervous, paranoidCHALLENGING SCENARIOS FOR THE ADVENTUROUS
CHARACTER:Suffering an injury or illness that prevents one from getting out and doing
thingsLosing one’s job; not having the financial means to pursue adventure opportunitiesBeing
with a group whose risk-taking level is significantly higher or lower than one’s ownHaving an
accident that causes a phobia that prevents the enjoyment of a favorite activity(RETURN TO
INDEX)AFFECTIONATEDEFINITION: showing open fondness for othersCATEGORIES: identity,
interactiveSIMILAR ATTRIBUTES: doting, loving, tenderPOSSIBLE CAUSES:Growing up in a
loving homeOvercompensating for a lack of love in the pastHaving affectionate role
modelsNeediness; a fear of being alone or abandonedHaving a romantic natureBeing highly
empatheticHaving a desire to nurtureASSOCIATED BEHAVIORS:Hugging, kissing and
nuzzlingHolding handsWanting to hold and be heldHolding onto someone’s arm to keep the
person closeStroking an arm or shoulder for physical reassuranceGiving compliments and
praising othersDoing favors for others (small acts of kindness, etc.)Writing poetry for a loved
oneOffering small gifts or tokensBeing able to read the body language of othersFreely
expressing one’s feelingsGiving massages and foot rubsTelling loved ones how special they
areBeing supportive of loved ones in all their endeavorsSitting and touching (legs touching, a



hand on the other’s leg, etc.)Putting an arm around someone’s shoulderSaying words of
encouragementSensory sensitivity, especially to touchAgreeing to do things that will please
one’s significant otherAdopting another’s hobbies or interests as a way of increasing
intimacyCalling a loved one frequently during the dayPursuing sexual intimacySaying I love
youBuilding strong relationshipsCompassionEmpathyUsing pet names; talking in a playful
voiceTrustworthinessBeing emotionally vulnerable and openKindness and friendlinessBeing
motivated by goodwill and loveIntuitively assessing the needs and moods of othersBeing open
about one’s emotionsBeing observant; paying attention to what loved ones needSpeaking
affectionately of loved ones to othersASSOCIATED THOUGHTS:Dave seems tense. A back rub
will help him relax.I don’t care what my mother thinks. I love Amy, and I’m going to show it.Allen
is so good to me. I think I’ll surprise him with a romantic dinner.It’s so sweet when my kids hold
hands!ASSOCIATED EMOTIONS: adoration, desire, elation, gratitude, love, peacefulness,
satisfactionPOSITIVE ASPECTS: Affectionate characters show their emotions in obvious ways.
They’re attuned to their feelings and aren’t ashamed to tell others how they feel. Through their
lack of inhibition, these characters build healthy and nurturing relationships that make others feel
safe and loved.NEGATIVE ASPECTS: These characters may not always properly judge when
and where to indulge in public displays of affection. From a mom hugging her teenage son in
front of his peers to a make-out session between co-workers at the office Christmas party,
affectionate displays are not always appropriate and can cause embarrassment for
others.EXAMPLE FROM LITERATURE: In Anne of Green Gables, Diana Barry is the girl next
door who is full of romantic ideas of friendship and love. Devoted to Anne, Diana sees her as an
adventurous sister and the two become inseparable. Always hugging or holding hands to show
their closeness, they stage a ceremony to declare their future as “bosom” friends. Diana
becomes an important person in Anne’s life by showing her the warmth and love that Anne had
always longed for. Other Examples from Film, TV, and Literature: Evelyn and Rick O’Connell
(The Mummy Returns), Abby Sciuto (NCIS), Novice Aes Sedai (The Wheel of Time)TRAITS IN
SUPPORTING CHARACTERS THAT MAY CAUSE CONFLICT: cruel, dishonest, gullible,
hostile, inhibited, proper, timid, withdrawnCHALLENGING SCENARIOS FOR THE
AFFECTIONATE CHARACTER:Being absent from loved ones for long periods (being a soldier
or having to travel for work, etc.)Being in a relationship that is forbidden or taboo by societal or
religious standardsExperiencing upsets in a marriage or committed relationshipHiding a
relationship from othersBeing forced into a marriage where one doesn’t feel affection for one’s
partnerBeing drawn to someone who is uncomfortable with physical touch(RETURN TO
INDEX)ALERTDEFINITION: being aware of and watchful for possible change or
dangerCATEGORIES: achievement, interactiveSIMILAR ATTRIBUTES: aware, vigilant,
watchfulPOSSIBLE CAUSES:Growing up during a period of war or turmoilBeing exposed to
danger or prejudiceHaving parents who taught one to be wary of dangerBeing hurt or abused in
the pastLiving in a society categorized by uncertainty, corruption, or mistrustASSOCIATED
BEHAVIORS:Anticipating possible dangers before they occurPlanning aheadEvaluating one’s



optionsAlways having an exit strategyAsking questionsPaying close attention to what is
saidBeing highly observantHaving heightened senses; noticing things that others missThinking
about the What if? scenarioAvoiding risk and situations where one might be in dangerBeing
prepared for alternativesValuing one’s privacyHeeding the rules and warnings; reading the fine
printBeing cautious when it comes to online safetyLocking doorsAdhering to proven, stable
routines and choicesPaying attention to one’s intuitionPrioritizing one’s health; getting enough
sleepControlling one’s emotionsAvoiding volatile situations or peoplePreferring to know what’s
coming rather than being surprisedKeeping an eye on one’s wallet, purse, or other items of
importanceTrying things out before purchasing (test-driving a car, etc.)Being hard on oneself
when mistakes are madeNoticing small changesExhibiting strong listening skillsResearching a
vacation spot carefully before committing to visitHaving emergency kits in one’s home and
carTaking extra safety measures (installing a security system, turning on lights, etc.)Making eye
contact with othersHaving a difficult time opening up or showing one’s
vulnerabilityNeighborhood attentiveness (recognizing the cars parked on one’s street,
etc.)Reading the newspaper or watching the news to stay up to dateGiving full attention to one’s
surroundings (not texting while driving, etc.)Being aggressive when a threat is perceivedTaking
responsibility for others (watching a neighbor’s child to be sure she gets on the bus
safely)ASSOCIATED THOUGHTS:The kids left their toys out again. I’ll pick them up before
someone trips in the dark.I don’t remember leaving the front door unlocked.This is a good
parking spot—right under the flood light.Everyone else might like Carrie, but there’s something
not quite right about her.ASSOCIATED EMOTIONS: anticipation, determination, fear, suspicion,
worryPOSITIVE ASPECTS: Alert characters are always aware of their surroundings and
anticipate danger before it happens. They can be valuable in keeping others safe due to their
vigilance. These characters are highly observant, noticing little things that others miss. They trust
their instincts and are more concerned with safety and avoiding danger than with what others
may think of their hyper awareness.NEGATIVE ASPECTS: While alert characters are great at
sniffing out trouble, they can go overboard and anticipate danger where there is none. Their
worries about possible problems can limit their ability to have fun and relax; these tendencies
can also feel suffocating to others. An alert character who has experienced much danger can
drift into paranoia, viewing all people and uncertain situations as dangerous.EXAMPLE FROM
FILM: Dr. Richard Kimble (The Fugitive) is on the run both from the Chicago P.D. and the
Treasury Department, determined to prove his innocence in the murder of his wife. While
searching for the clues that will reveal who killed her and why, Kimble must constantly be on the
alert for signs that the authorities are closing in. Other Examples from Film and Literature: John
Rambo (First Blood), Frank Horrigan (In the Line of Fire), Jason Bourne (the Bourne
series)TRAITS IN SUPPORTING CHARACTERS THAT MAY CAUSE CONFLICT: adventurous,
impulsive, playful, spunky, uninhibitedCHALLENGING SCENARIOS FOR THE ALERT
CHARACTER:Feeling intense emotions that encourage rashness (rage, love, desire, etc.)Being
paired with an impulsive character who is always leaping without lookingLiving in a constantly



changing environmentA situation where one or more of the senses are diminished or no longer
reliableA tragedy where one misses the danger signs and blames oneself for the
fallout(RETURN TO INDEX)AMBITIOUSDEFINITION: driven by the desire to achieve a
particular goalCATEGORIES: achievement, identitySIMILAR ATTRIBUTES: drivenPOSSIBLE
CAUSES:Confidence and prideBeing a passionate person; having big dreamsThe desire to
achieve something one lacked as a childA fear of failureNeeding to prove oneself to others or
desiring to leave behind a legacyHaving ambitious parentsSibling or peer rivalryInsecurity;
worrying about not meeting expectations or not being good enoughWanting to please
othersCraving prestige or wealth that only success can bringHaving a noble purpose (to stop
poverty, to oust a neighborhood’s gangs, etc.)ASSOCIATED BEHAVIORS:Rising earlyBeing
energeticDeterminationEfficiencySeeking out education or training; honing the skills needed for
achievementChoosing to spend time with people who can help one become successfulWorking
overtime or during holidays to get aheadUsing flattery or being overly polite when dealing with
those in powerAsking for help from people in a position to do soCalling in favorsEmbracing hard
workPlanning for the futureTaking on greater responsibilitiesIgnoring friendships in favor of
working toward a goalBeing highly organizedPrioritizing one’s needsHaving strong
willpowerKeeping a token for inspiration (a toy Ferrari to symbolize the real thing, etc.)Tackling
tasks that others avoid or feel are beyond themLearning quickly from one’s mistakes instead of
dwelling on themBreaking down big goals into smaller milestones to mark one’s
progressResearching what one will need; making a plan for successUsing others who achieved
ambitious goals as role modelsMaking choices that lead to fulfilling one’s goalsNot being
satisfied with the status quoBelieving that things can always be betterWanting to do better or
become the best at somethingTaking risksBeing competitive with othersNot allowing fears or
worries to limit oneselfThinking “big”Not being overly fazed by setbacks; refocusing and moving
past themASSOCIATED THOUGHTS:If I go to work early, my boss will see how dedicated I am
to the company.This year, I’m going to cross “run a marathon” off my bucket list.So I don’t go out
as much as Lee. That’s why I’m a director and he’s still a manager.Amy’s the one for me; now I
just have to get her to see it, too.ASSOCIATED EMOTIONS: anticipation, confidence,
determination, hopefulnessPOSITIVE ASPECTS: Ambitious characters are hardworking
visionaries who don’t give up easily. When others see only roadblocks, these characters see
amazing futures. Ambition requires great focus and single-mindedness that enables most
people with this trait to succeed at their goals.NEGATIVE ASPECTS: Characters with ambition
run the risk of putting their goals above everything else, including the people or priorities in life
that should come first. When ethics and success become incompatible, achieving the goal often
wins out. Many are perfectionists with unrealistic expectations who view anything short of
success as failure. These characters also may set goals so high that they become unreachable,
which leads to unhappiness and a lack of fulfillment.EXAMPLE FROM FILM: Former salesman
Chris Gardner (The Pursuit of Happyness) is unemployed and homeless with his young son
when he’s offered the chance to pursue a career as a stockbroker. The sole intern position is



highly sought after, and Chris must fight for it despite having little money, no home, and no
experience. Despite these seemingly insurmountable obstacles, Chris does everything within his
power to make a better life for him and his son. Other Examples from Film: Melanie Carmichael
(Sweet Home Alabama), Bud Fox (Wall Street)TRAITS IN SUPPORTING CHARACTERS THAT
MAY CAUSE CONFLICT: obedient, lazy, pensive, pushy, scatterbrainedCHALLENGING
SCENARIOS FOR THE AMBITIOUS CHARACTER:Pursuing a goal that breaks tradition or law
(a female determined to be a Catholic priest, etc.)Being required to go against one’s ethics
(being part of a cover-up, etc.) to succeedHaving a competitor who is both talented and
worthyHaving a physical or mental handicapHaving rivals without scruples who are willing to do
whatever it takes to winHaving a responsibility that takes up a lot of one’s time (caring for a sick
uncle, etc.)(RETURN TO INDEX)ANALYTICALDEFINITION: skilled in thinking and reasoning;
having a natural instinct to study and analyzeCATEGORIES: achievement, interactiveSIMILAR
ATTRIBUTES: logical, rationalPOSSIBLE CAUSES:IntelligenceBeing highly curiousBeing driven
by the desire for orderA fear of making mistakesHaving an interest in why things workHaving
parents who encouraged one to understand cause and effectBeing emotionally
disconnectedPerfectionismASSOCIATED BEHAVIORS:Asking questionsReading up on a topic
to attain better understandingStudying things that evoke curiosityRunning experimentsBeing
well-readPosing theories and attempting to prove themGetting hung up on the little thingsHaving
an interest in human behavior and psychologyBeing unable to let go unless every possibility has
been exploredReading into what people say and doLooking for patterns and cause-effect
relationshipsNeeding to categorize and find order in one’s lifeExploring how one decision
creates a chain reactionBeing uncomfortable with sarcasm and jokesObsessing over minute
detailsNot being able to let something goNeeding to understand the “why” behind a process,
action, or behaviorShowing less emotion than most peoplePlacing value on facts instead of
feelingsBeing organized and logicalAdhering to routines and schedulesPosing What if?
questionsEnjoying the chance to explain how something worksBeing honest even when it hurts:
Yes, you do look overweight in that dress.Being skeptical when presented with new ideas,
beliefs, or “truths” without proofStruggling in social situations (making small talk, etc.)Being
highly observantCorrecting misinformation or misconceptionsSucking the enjoyment out of
something by rationalizing it to othersBeing good with numbersKeeping a journal of one’s
thoughts and observationsBeing able to quickly and accurately assess a situationASSOCIATED
THOUGHTS:Why ask me how she looked if she didn’t want the truth?Liam is so afraid of the
dark. Something probably happened to him as a child.I don’t understand love rituals. Why not
just say what you feel?Everyone has an opinion, but no one bothers to find out the
facts.ASSOCIATED EMOTIONS: conflicted, determination, skepticismPOSITIVE ASPECTS:
Analytical characters are thinkers, and can often see much deeper into a problem or situation
than others. They enjoy the process of metaphorically reducing an object or issue to its base
components in order to see what’s working and what needs improvement. These characters
work well alone, are dedicated and intelligent, and are strong problem solvers.NEGATIVE



ASPECTS: Characters with this attribute tend to get caught up in the details and miss the big
picture. Their minds are always working, which can make it difficult for them to relax and enjoy
social situations. Their constant desire to analyze everyone and everything can make people
uncomfortable. For these reasons, analytical characters may have a hard time connecting with
others on a meaningful level.EXAMPLE FROM TV: Sheldon Cooper from TV’s Big Bang Theory
looks at everything in an analytical manner, basing almost every decision on a mathematical
probability. Superiorly intelligent yet socially challenged, he lives his life according to a strict
routine and has difficulty with the emotional component of friendship. A theoretical physicist,
Sheldon will not support theories without in-depth empirical evidence. His actions are based on
logic and fact rather than feeling. Other Examples from Literature and Film: Sherlock Holmes,
Mike McDermott (Rounders), Lincoln Rhyme (Lincoln Rhyme series)TRAITS IN SUPPORTING
CHARACTERS THAT MAY CAUSE CONFLICT: adaptable, adventurous, impulsive, irrational,
melodramatic, paranoid, sentimentalCHALLENGING SCENARIOS FOR THE ANALYTICAL
CHARACTER:Being drawn to a hobby or activity that is illogical but brings enjoymentDrinking
alcoholAttending frivolous events (cocktail parties with small talk, etc.)Spending extensive
amounts of time with small childrenHaving a fear or phobia that can’t be analyzed or
explained(RETURN TO INDEX)APPRECIATIVEDEFINITION: showing thankful recognition for
what life bringsCATEGORIES: interactive, moralSIMILAR ATTRIBUTES: grateful,
thankfulPOSSIBLE CAUSES:Experiencing a life-shaping event that puts things into
perspectiveBeing taught as a child to be grateful for what one hasHaving a strong faith in God or
another deitySurviving deathHaving escaped a dangerous environment or situationBeing
strongly aware of one’s freedomHappiness and satisfactionPossessing a strong spirit; feeling
whole and contentASSOCIATED BEHAVIORS:AdaptabilityLoyaltySeeking out the world’s
beauty (traveling, experiencing natural wonders, etc.)Encouraging others to let go of worries and
negative emotionsSmilingBeing thankful for what one hasNot being materialistic in natureHaving
a strong work ethicCaring for othersSeeking ways to “pay it
forward”PositivityFriendlinessTreating others with care and thoughtfulnessFinding happiness in
simplicityBeing willing to help others however one canBelieving that everything will work out for
the bestNot sweating the small stuffBeing non-judgmentalHaving a strong connection to
natureFrequent humming or singingBelieving that every living thing has a
purposeInquisitiveness (asking questions, showing interest in others and the world,
etc.)PrayingHaving a strong sense of communityBeing committed to othersSpeaking with
sincerityProactively helping or caring for others without needing to be askedValuing every
moment and experienceNot shying away from emotional expressionBeing at peace with one’s
circumstancesExcelling in teamwork situationsBeing willing to share what one has;
generositySeeing mistakes as opportunities to learn and growSharing one’s life lessons with
othersPraising others for their kindness or thoughtfulness; saying Thank youASSOCIATED
THOUGHTS:I have the best family in the world. I can’t imagine raising my kids without
them.Nothing is more soothing than the sound of the surf. I love living by the ocean.Dara is a



kind neighbor, bringing us cookies whenever she goes on a baking spree.I love my critique
group! What a blessing to learn from such talented writers.ASSOCIATED EMOTIONS:
eagerness, elation, gratitude, happiness, hopefulnessPOSITIVE ASPECTS: Appreciative
characters show gratitude for whatever comes their way. Because of their positive attitudes and
adaptability, they find silver linings in hard times, see lessons in the midst of mistakes, and focus
on small pleasures to remove the sting from difficult moments. These characters are centered
and at ease with themselves. They make loyal friends and are good influencers, encouraging
their companions to search out and find the peace that accompanies gratitude and
contentment.NEGATIVE ASPECTS: Characters who are highly appreciative can sometimes
become passive, just accepting what comes their way without setting their own goals or
challenging the status quo. Loved ones and co-workers can become frustrated with their
complacency or label them as naïve for being so accepting. The loyalty of appreciate characters
can render them vulnerable when they trust “friends” to have their best interests at heart when
they do not.EXAMPLE FROM LITERATURE: When he is saved from being eaten by his fellow
cannibals, the native Friday (Robinson Crusoe), expresses his undying thanks by pledging
himself eternally to his savior. Throughout his life, Friday remains true to Crusoe, never wavering
from the promise that he made out of gratitude. Other Examples from Film and TV: the Vang Lor
family (Gran Torino), Leonard Hofstadter (The Big Bang Theory)TRAITS IN SUPPORTING
CHARACTERS THAT MAY CAUSE CONFLICT: cocky, controlling, disrespectful, jaded,
manipulative, superficial, ungratefulCHALLENGING SCENARIOS FOR THE APPRECIATIVE
CHARACTER:Being in the debt of someone one doesn’t likeLiving in volatile times, such as a
war, revolution, or an uprisingFeeling loyalties to opposing causes or peopleSeeing others suffer
and being unable to alleviate that sufferingHaving a crisis of faith in God or country(RETURN TO
INDEX)BOLDDEFINITION: having an intrepid spiritCATEGORIES: achievement, identity,
interactiveSIMILAR ATTRIBUTES: assertive, audacious, gutsy, nervyPOSSIBLE CAUSES:The
desire to prove oneselfHigh self-confidenceThe tendency to be consumed by one’s
goalsFearlessnessBeing driven by a strong sense of righteousnessThe belief in a higher power
or purposeDesiring to know the truth at all costsASSOCIATED
BEHAVIORS:AssertivenessComing up with unconventional solutionsSpeaking one’s mind even
when one’s opinion isn’t popularEnthusiasm; being energeticPositivityTaking risksBeing highly
extrovertedActing in a way that inspires others; leading by exampleMaking decisions without
hesitationBeing the first to speak with or greet othersHaving open body postureTrying new
things; seeking out new experiencesTaking the initiative (planning events, making suggestions,
flirting, etc.)Dressing and behaving confidentlyEntertaining ideas that most others would dismiss
(a radical career change or move, etc.)Asking for what one wants or needsOpenness and
transparencyNot beating around the bushPushing limits and boundariesHaving a strong gut
instinctBeing one’s own advocateTaking responsibility without hesitationChallenging rules or
conditions that don’t make senseNot being held back by fearHaving strong convictionsNot
caring what others thinkEmbracing innovationBeing goal orientedLooking within to determine



what one really wants, then pursuing itNot being fazed by rejection or failure; bouncing back
quicklyFriendlinessEncouraging others to go after their dreamsHandling stress and adversity
head-onDecisivenessRefusing to be a people-pleaserASSOCIATED THOUGHTS:I’ve been with
this bank so long; I bet they’ll waive this fee if I ask.I don’t understand Cara. If she thinks she
deserves a raise, why not ask for it?This cross-country bike tour is a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity. I can’t wait!I am so sick of these snotty boating club events. Dad will be pissed, but
I’m done with them.ASSOCIATED EMOTIONS: confidence, desire, determination, eagerness,
hopefulness, pridePOSITIVE ASPECTS: Bold characters are go-getters; they know what they
want and aren’t afraid to go after it. When it comes to pursuing their goals, they are able to take
the ups with the downs and maintain forward momentum. People are often drawn to their
confidence and willingness to stand up for what they believe in. The fearlessness of these
characters makes them good leaders and strong protagonists.NEGATIVE ASPECTS: Boldness
can seem overwhelming to certain kinds of people. Shy or insecure characters may find such
fearless determination intimidating and even be turned off by it. Bold characters commit quickly,
making things difficult for partners, co-workers, or potential love interests who want to take
things slowly. Because of their convictions, these characters have a hard time backing away
from what they believe to be the most direct course, and can come across as being
uncooperative, self-serving, or pushy to others.EXAMPLE FROM FILM: Despite his
unconventional history as a white man brought up by Native Americans, Hawkeye (The Last of
the Mohicans) exhibits a boldness that often results in achieving his desired results. In the face
of open hostility, he remains loyal to his Mohican family. When he sets his sights on Cora, he
pursues her regardless of the many obstacles in his way. In every situation, he speaks his mind
with confidence, regardless of the opposition. Other Examples from Film: Maximus Decimus
Meridius (Gladiator), Frank Slade (Scent of a Woman)TRAITS IN SUPPORTING
CHARACTERS THAT MAY CAUSE CONFLICT: calm, cautious, cowardly, irresponsible, patient,
timid, whimsical, worrywartCHALLENGING SCENARIOS FOR THE BOLD
CHARACTER:Having a rival with the same desire or goal who is equally bold and determined to
achieve itWanting something that one cannot have (a relationship with a happily married woman,
etc.)Finding oneself in a situation where boldness is the wrong tactic (dealing with an abuse
victim, etc.)Wanting something that will do one harm (revenge, etc.)(RETURN TO
INDEX)CALMDEFINITION: inclined toward tranquility and serenityCATEGORIES:
interactiveSIMILAR ATTRIBUTES: composed, peaceful, placid, sedate, serene, tranquil,
unruffledPOSSIBLE CAUSES:Feeling at peace with oneself and the worldHaving a strong
feeling of belongingBelieving in a higher power or purposeIntuitivenessBeing naturally
easygoing in natureHaving a boring personalityHaving little or no imaginationPracticalityGrowing
up in an environment or culture where emotional temperance was valuedHaving a desire for
peaceASSOCIATED BEHAVIORS:Thinking before reactingSpeaking in a soft voice and
toneUsing soothing touches and gestures that comfort othersHaving excellent reasoning
skillsEnjoying simple pleasuresAccurately reading people and their emotionsNot allowing



circumstances to stress one outHaving strong control over one’s
emotionsPositivityResiliencyBeing a good mediator or peacemakerMaking choices that are safe
and predictableBeing a good judge at what people needBeing empathetic; putting oneself in
other people’s shoesComforting others through sympathy and understandingOpennessBeing
risk-averseCoping easily with stress or changeHaving a relaxed mannerNot being brought down
by the negativity of othersPatience and toleranceTaking the high road: Oh, don’t worry, I wasn’t
offended.Enjoying solitary activitiesQuickly letting go of the negativesDefusing a situation by
apologizing, whether one is to blame or notTaking one’s timeDealing with a volatile situation by
not tackling it head-onSmiling; seeing the bright sidePredictabilityMaking time for activities that
reinforce calm (reading, reflecting, meditating, etc.)Not being afraid to say NoNot
overcommitting oneselfPrioritizing wellSleeping wellASSOCIATED THOUGHTS:Looks like rain.
I’ll cancel our hike and have the girls over for tea instead.I love this song. It always makes me
smile.Jim’s had such a hard time since Sue’s death. I’ll try not to take what he said personally.It’s
too bad I didn’t win. But the after party will still be fun.ASSOCIATED EMOTIONS: confidence,
gratitude, peacefulnessPOSITIVE ASPECTS: Calm characters don’t rock the boat. They’re
dependable, do what they say they’ll do, and can be relied on to respond predictably in any
situation. As such, they act as stabilizers for others who might have a tendency for high drama or
reactiveness. Because they don’t allow emotion to sway them, calm characters can be
depended on to make solid decisions. Their composed, peaceful nature can be the glue that
keeps a group from falling apart.NEGATIVE ASPECTS: Because of their consistency and
reliability, calm characters may also be boring. If they are too complacent and risk-averse they
may miss opportunities to excel and achieve a greater level of self-growth. Their tendency to
always do the right thing can render them unrealistic and forgettable.EXAMPLE FROM TV:
Spock (Star Trek) is an officer aboard the starship Enterprise and is known for his even
demeanor and sense of calm. His Vulcan heritage enables him to put aside the emotional
component of difficult situations and think logically. Regardless of danger or strife, Spock is the
rock of the leadership team, anchoring others during stressful times and encouraging rationale
over sentiment. Other Examples from Film: Mr. Miyagi (Karate Kid), Tony Mendez (Argo), Anton
Chiguhr (No Country for Old Men)TRAITS IN SUPPORTING CHARACTERS THAT MAY CAUSE
CONFLICT: adventurous, catty, impulsive, nagging, reckless, rowdy, spunky,
temperamentalCHALLENGING SCENARIOS FOR THE CALM CHARACTER:Falling in love
with an adventurous personBeing paired with characters who are melodramatic or
confrontationalFacing a life or death situationDealing with phobias or fearsLiving in a high-stress
environment where being calm or complacent could get one killed(RETURN TO
INDEX)CAUTIOUSDEFINITION: given to prudent forethought before actingCATEGORIES:
achievement, interactiveSIMILAR ATTRIBUTES: careful, heedfulPOSSIBLE CAUSES:Living in a
dangerous environmentWitnessing loved ones who suffered calamities as a result of risky
behaviorBeing hurt in the pastBeing the victim of abuse or crimeLiving with fears, phobias, or
social anxietyFragile healthHaving overly protective parentsBelieving in superstition and bad



luckASSOCIATED BEHAVIORS:Asking questionsInvestigating and researching before making
decisionsAvoiding risky situations or placesEntering relationships slowlyGoing over the
detailsBeing slow to trustHaving a closed body postureSharing one’s thoughts and opinions in a
round-about way, rather than directlyHaving a backup planPickinessRepeating instructions
several times to ensure they will be followedTaking the time to study new placesDoing one’s
research beforehandValuing privacyBeing confident in one’s decisions, knowing that ample
thought was put into themBeing pessimistic or, at best, cautiously optimisticShowing respect for
boundaries and rulesWariness; being watchful for dangerLocking doors; not sleeping with
windows openCommitting with reluctanceLearning from the past and applying those
lessonsFrequently changing passwords to protect oneself onlinePlacing cherished objects in a
safe placeHiding things from view to remove temptation (not leaving a tablet on the car seat,
etc.)Comparing different choices and scenariosGiving trust to those who earn itSpeaking slowly;
choosing one’s words with purposeOffering to clarify something one has said to ensure
understandingNeeding time to reflect on one’s optionsRequesting a delay if one needs time to
think things throughBeing active and involved in one’s finances and investmentsDouble-
checking everythingNot liking surprisesEvaluating a past experience to determine if one would
do the same thing againDifficulty letting others make the decisionsASSOCIATED
THOUGHTS:She didn’t sound confident with those directions. I’ll check my GPS, to make
sure.Oops. Sarah left her purse sitting in plain view. I’ll hold onto it until she gets back.I can’t
believe they asked for my credit card number over the phone. Do they think I’m stupid?I’ll go out
with him if he agrees to meet at the restaurant instead of picking me up at home.ASSOCIATED
EMOTIONS: anxiety, confidence, suspicion, wariness, worryPOSITIVE ASPECTS: Cautious
people are observant, connected to their environment, and aware of shifting dynamics. When
emotions run high, these characters can restore balance and apply reasoning techniques that
enable others to make decisions with a clear head. They look before they leap, think before they
act, and generally are the ones still alive at the end of a horror movie.NEGATIVE ASPECTS:
Cautious characters can sometimes be seen as mood-killers when others want to be
spontaneous. Worried about possible risks, these characters rely on data and fact; they need to
know the variables and potential outcomes before acting. They also see it as their duty to point
out risks to teammates, which isn’t always taken well by others. Cautious characters may have a
hard time relaxing in an environment outside their comfort zone and may be averse to trying new
things. If too many factors are unknown, they are often unable to commit.EXAMPLE FROM
FILM: Ellen Ripley (Alien) embodies caution. When her shipmates try to bring aboard an alien
life form, she takes her time, gathering information before eventually deciding to deny them
access. Her decision is overridden and she finds herself trapped aboard the ship with an acid-
bleeding alien. In the aftermath, it’s her cautious nature that allows her to survive while her
crewmates perish. Brave, intelligent, and intuitive, Ripley is able to control her fear and take care
each step of the way, considering the dangers and risks before taking action. Other Examples
from Film and Literature: Columbus (Zombieland), Jean Valjean (Les Misérables), Aragorn (The



Lord of the Rings)TRAITS IN SUPPORTING CHARACTERS THAT MAY CAUSE CONFLICT:
compulsive, decisive, efficient, flaky, irresponsible, pushy, reckless, violentCHALLENGING
SCENARIOS FOR THE CAUTIOUS CHARACTER:InebriationBeing in a situation with a high-
stake “ticking clock” elementHaving a goal that forces one to be reckless to succeed or winBeing
in a situation where a risk needs to be takenFacing a dangerous scenario where there isn’t time
to plan(RETURN TO INDEX)CENTEREDDEFINITION: maintaining a healthy life view that
promotes equilibrium; emotionally stable and focusedCATEGORIES: achievement, identity,
moralSIMILAR ATTRIBUTES: balanced, temperatePOSSIBLE CAUSES:Having strong self-
esteemBeing wiseExperiencing a past imbalance that led to unhappiness and a lack of
fulfillmentHaving parents who encouraged one to seek out happiness and peaceASSOCIATED
BEHAVIORS:Knowing one’s prioritiesHaving good sense and knowing one’s
limitationsSatisfaction and contentmentHaving a strong work-life balanceAppreciating what one
hasNot being materialistic in natureHaving a good work ethicOptimismRespecting other people
and their viewpointsDesiring to learn and nourish the mindBeing well-readFeeling pride in one’s
accomplishments, large or smallBeing able to ask for help when one needs itGetting enough
exercise and interacting with natureMaking time for reflectionHaving a few hobbies or special
interestsSetting aside schedules and routines to focus on what’s importantStriving for
reasonable and attainable goalsExploring one’s feelings honestly, either internally or with
othersViewing failure as a stepping stone and learning from itBouncing back from
disappointmentExhibiting good judgmentThinking before actingBeing non-competitiveNot
needing to prove oneself to othersEnjoying spontaneous activities that don’t include an element
of riskPracticing moderation (not eating or drinking too much, etc.)Weighing one’s options and
not rushing into decisionsKnowing the value of giving backLiving without regretsEqually enjoying
time with others and being aloneMaking time for vacations and getawaysDoing what feels right
instead of what others think one should doThinking deeply on certain topics that pertain to life in
generalFeeling peace with one’s place in this worldTaking disappointment in strideGiving back
to others in a way that feels comfortableNot working weekendsBeing able to say No when one is
overcommitted or overwhelmedASSOCIATED THOUGHTS:The orchard will make a great day
trip so the kids can see where apples come from.I’ll get my errands done today and then make
tomorrow a beach day.Lorna is always working. Sure, she’s climbing the corporate ladder, but at
what cost?I guess a round of golf is out, but rainy days are always great for
baking.ASSOCIATED EMOTIONS: curiosity, eagerness, gratitude, happiness, peacefulness,
satisfactionPOSITIVE ASPECTS: Centered characters exude confidence because they know
themselves intimately and make decisions that lead to happiness. They do not get pulled into
unhealthy activities like office politics, drama, or toxic relationships because these things
threaten their centered state. Characters who are internally balanced have good priorities and
steady emotions. The happiness of a centered character often prompts others to take control of
their lives and find a better balance themselves.NEGATIVE ASPECTS: Characters who derive
satisfaction from their current lives are not as driven as those who are willing to make sacrifices



to get what they want. In a job where hard work, dedication, and ambition are critical success
factors, centered characters may find themselves passed over for promotions in favor of
someone more driven.EXAMPLE FROM FILM: In the movie Chocolat, Roux is a gypsy who
floats along the river, stopping at towns along the way to work odd jobs and buy supplies.
Though his people are feared and persecuted by many, Roux is comfortable with his beliefs and
way of life. He works when he needs to, nurtures the healthy relationships that develop, and
recognizes the value of kicking back and relaxing. Other Examples from Literature and Film:
Nurse Thelma (The Bone Collector); Mr. Miyagi (The Karate Kid)TRAITS IN SUPPORTING
CHARACTERS THAT MAY CAUSE CONFLICT: controlling, disciplined, jealous, judgmental,
perfectionistic, pushy, reckless, workaholicCHALLENGING SCENARIOS FOR THE BALANCED
CHARACTER:Facing a financial crisis that requires one to work long hoursBeing pressured by
others to put more time and energy into one area of lifeExperiencing a crisis of faith that causes
one to doubt oneself and question prioritiesBeing asked to commit to many projects at once and
feeling obligated to comply(RETURN TO INDEX)CHARMINGDEFINITION: having a pleasing
personality; being appealing to othersCATEGORIES: achievement, identity, interactiveSIMILAR
ATTRIBUTES: alluring, appealing, captivating, charismatic, magneticPOSSIBLE
CAUSES:Possessing confidence and a strong sense of selfHaving a positive outlook on
lifeBeing highly intuitive and empatheticHaving a kind natureBeing highly social; getting energy
from being with other peopleASSOCIATED BEHAVIORS:Having a good sense of humorBeing
attentive to others; having good listening skillsPlayfulnessGreeting others with enthusiasmBeing
polite (holding the door, letting others enter first, etc.)Having good recall of faces, names, and
past interactionsCuriosityUsing a person’s name during conversationFriendlinessBeing
respectful of othersPatienceBeing a hospitable and caring hostSmiling and nodding in
encouragement as someone speaksSpeaking in a voice that has warmth and energyNoticing
personal details and offering complimentsBuilding people up when talking about themOffering
honesty and behaving in a trustworthy fashionAccepting compliments with grace and
modestyIncluding others; never excluding themAttentiveness; making sure the needs of others
are being metOffering light touches while socializingInviting people into one’s personal
spaceDeftly handling negative people by refocusing on positive avenuesGenerosityBeing aware
of one’s imageBeing well-dressed and well-groomedAppearing relaxed and at easeHaving good
postureMaintaining strong eye contactAsking questions to show that one is paying attention and
interestedHaving worldly knowledge that allows one to offer opinions and add to
conversationsASSOCIATED THOUGHTS:I bet she’ll thaw a bit if I ask about her family.
Everyone likes to talk about their kids.Dad looks totally uncomfortable. Maybe a joke will make
him feel better.That poor woman, herding six kids through the bus station. I’ll see if I can carry
her bags.Claire always wears that brooch. I’ll have to ask why it’s so important to
her.ASSOCIATED EMOTIONS: amusement, confidence, eagerness, happiness, pride,
satisfactionPOSITIVE ASPECTS: Charming characters always seem to know what to do or say
to put people at ease and win trust. They can be caring and considerate and make the people



around them feel special and unique. These characters are the center of attention not because
of how they look or the power they wield, but because people are attracted to their energy and
appealing manner.NEGATIVE ASPECTS: Charming characters can use their intuitive senses for
good or for ill. Even if they resist the temptation to use manipulation to get what they want, they
can unknowingly intimidate others. Those who are less charismatic may feel that they will never
measure up or be loved and respected as much as the charming character. Taken a step further,
these resentful feelings could easily turn to envy and jealousy, making these characters
vulnerable to attack.EXAMPLE FROM FILM: Ferris Bueller (Ferris Bueller’s Day Off) has a knack
for winning people over. When he feigns illness and skips school, his classmates are so
overcome with concern that they organize a fundraiser in support of his recovery. His parents are
just as smitten with Ferris, seeing him as the ideal child and never noticing his constant
deceptions and insistence on breaking the rules. Ferris is even able to convince his best friend
into borrowing his dad’s Ferrari for the day. With the exception of his sister and the dean of
students, there doesn’t seem to be anyone that Ferris can’t charm. Other Examples from Film:
James Bond, Alex “Hitch” Hitchens (Hitch)TRAITS IN SUPPORTING CHARACTERS THAT
MAY CAUSE CONFLICT: abrasive, catty, cynical, gullible, hostile, insecure, introverted, jealous,
loutish, melodramatic, rowdy, spoiled, vindictive, whinyCHALLENGING SCENARIOS FOR THE
CHARMING CHARACTER:Engaging with a discerning person who sees through the
charismatic character’s charmDealing with jaded or bitter peopleRecognizing that one is being
manipulated by someone elseHaving one’s charming behavior be misinterpreted as romantic
interestTrying to be a good host while hiding one’s personal dislike of someone(RETURN TO
INDEX)CONFIDENTDEFINITION: being fully assured of oneselfCATEGORIES: achievement,
identity, interactiveSIMILAR ATTRIBUTES: secure, self-assured, proudPOSSIBLE
CAUSES:Being talented or gifted in some wayGrowing up in a loving, affirming environmentNot
being overly concerned with what others think; being happy with oneselfHaving faith in one’s
abilities to achieve one’s goalsHaving experienced many successes in the pastASSOCIATED
BEHAVIORS:Standing tall with the shoulders backLooking people in the eyeWalking with
purposeMeeting challenges head-onNot compromising when challenged or opposedTrying new
thingsGood-natured flirting; friendlinessFacing change without fear or doubtBeing able to laugh
at oneself: Wow, I did a great job spilling the wine, didn’t I?Learning from failureBeing
assertiveHaving a strong work ethicCongratulating others on their successInitiating conversation
with easeNot being intimidated by someone’s power, stature, or wealthStriking out on one’s own,
if necessaryKnowing what one believes and standing firm on those valuesNot being swayed by
othersNot taking oneself too seriouslyCuriosityAsking for help when one needs itComplimenting
others; lifting them up instead of tearing them downSeeing others as partners and mentors
instead of competitorsBeing socially adeptAccepting criticism with dignityFocusing on the
positive rather than the negativeBeing open-mindedFinding solutions to problems instead of
being stymied by themEducating oneself so as to become more competent in a given
areaAdmitting when one has made a mistakeAcknowledging weaknesses while playing to one’s



strengthsFocusing on what is within one’s control to changeSmilingTaking compliments wellNot
always knowing one’s limitationsASSOCIATED THOUGHTS:I studied like crazy. Time to ace this
test.This is what I was born to do.Someone’s got to manage this office. Why not me?Even Bill
Gates started at the bottom. I’m not afraid of hard work.Wow, she’s beautiful. I’m going over and
saying hello.ASSOCIATED EMOTIONS: amusement, curiosity, eagerness, happiness,
satisfactionPOSITIVE ASPECTS: Confident characters know who they are and what they’re
capable of. Because of their self-assurance, they don’t fall into the trap of worrying about what
others think. They aren’t often threatened by people or difficult situations, instead seeing them
as opportunities to grow and improve. Because confidence is such an enviable quality, others
will naturally be drawn to the these characters.NEGATIVE ASPECTS: Confident characters can
be threatening to those suffering from insecurity, who may see them as cocky or conceited. Their
confidence can indeed lead these characters to think too highly of themselves, causing them to
look down on others and have difficulty connecting with them. Their self-assuredness can also
compel them to overestimate their abilities, setting them up for failures that wash their
confidence in self-doubt.EXAMPLE FROM FILM: In The Hunt for Red October, Jack Ryan
knows his stuff. He’s an expert on naval intelligence and, specifically, Soviet Captain Marko
Ramius. In his quest to prove Ramius’ good intentions, he takes on the president’s National
Security Advisor, twice defies his fear of flying, and confronts Ramius himself, never doubting
what he knows despite opposition by people in power. Other Examples from Film: John McClane
(Die Hard), Jimmy Markum (Mystic River), Deloris Wilson (Sister Act)TRAITS IN SUPPORTING
CHARACTERS THAT MAY CAUSE CONFLICT: catty, frivolous, humble, jealous, needy,
oversensitive, suspicious, timidCHALLENGING SCENARIOS FOR THE CONFIDENT
CHARACTER:Being in a scenario that reveals and magnifies one’s Achilles’ heelExperiencing a
failure or tragedy that shakes one’s confidenceEncountering a problem that one is incapable of
masteringDiscovering that a personal achievement is a false victory due to another’s
meddlingEncountering repeated failures that erode one’s confidence(RETURN TO
INDEX)COOPERATIVEDEFINITION: willing to work or collaborate with othersCATEGORIES:
achievement, interactive, moralSIMILAR ATTRIBUTES: agreeable, helpful, obligingPOSSIBLE
CAUSES:Growing up with several siblings and sharing household choresLiving in a military
family (or having a military background)Being people-friendlyBeing naturally community-
mindedHaving strong leadership abilitiesGrowing up in a family that ran a
businessASSOCIATED BEHAVIORS:Having an open mindAsking questions to start the
collaborative processKnowing people by nameHaving strong social skillsBeing helpful and
forthrightHaving a strong sense of responsibilityTaking pride in one’s workHonestyBeing
politeChoosing a career that relies on group efforts (being a chef in a restaurant,
etc.)AccountabilityEncouraging others along the way: Great job with the flyer. It’s just what we
need.Being invested in the goalHaving an upbeat mood and positive outlook regarding the work
needing to be doneGiving others a chance to speak or weigh inSaying Yes; generally being
agreeableBeing willing to work hardBeing community-mindedWorking with others with



enthusiasm and energyCarrying out tasks without argumentBeing a peacemakerAppreciating
other people and their skills and saying Thank youBeing willing to try new things or new
ideasBeing able to compromiseShowing up on timeBeing preparedListening to what others
have to sayBeing able to follow another’s direction if neededPutting the good of the team
firstDedication and loyaltyNoticing what needs to be done and stepping up to do itEnjoying the
feeling of camaraderieBeing respectful of the time and effort other members are putting
forthDividing tasks based on the strengths and weaknesses of othersTaking pride in building,
creating, or completing somethingPaying attention to when people are struggling and finding a
way to helpASSOCIATED THOUGHTS:Shredding all these files is going to take forever, but it
has to be done.Mark’s a fast worker. Between the two of us, we’ll have this place clean in no
time.I’m so glad Brenda is on my team. I’ve wanted to work with her since forever.Lisanne likes to
start early, so I’ll change my schedule.ASSOCIATED EMOTIONS: determination, eagerness,
gratitude, hopefulness, satisfactionPOSITIVE ASPECTS: Cooperative characters are easy to get
along with, dedicated to the task, and invaluable team members. They understand that they can
accomplish more by pooling the talents and resources of others than working alone. They are
good listeners, respect their teammates, and take pride in group accomplishments.NEGATIVE
ASPECTS: Cooperative characters can sometimes assume that others are just as committed
and willing to work as they themselves are, which can lead to trouble. Blindly depending on
others to provide information and leadership can result in a less-than-satisfactory result. If others
in the group lack dedication or passion, cooperative characters may find themselves taking on
more than their share of responsibility in order to finish the job.EXAMPLE FROM FILM: Dan
Burns (Dan in Real Life) isn’t one to rock the boat. Although recently widowed, he agrees to go
on a blind date when his family sets one up. When he does meet someone interesting and
discovers that she’s dating his brother, he tries to bow out. His inclination is to go with the flow
and keep peace, making him a cooperative, though passive, hero. Other Examples from Film
and TV: Sam Weinberg (A Few Good Men), Stu Redman (The Stand), Mike Weston (The
Following)TRAITS IN SUPPORTING CHARACTERS THAT MAY CAUSE CONFLICT: ambitious,
apathetic, controlling, free-spirited, hostile, independent, spoiled, suspicious,
whinyCHALLENGING SCENARIOS FOR THE COOPERATIVE CHARACTER:Working with
someone who is used to getting his or her wayBeing in a group or organization that lacks
leadership and visionWorking with people who don’t seem to care about the goalWorking with a
partner who creates drama for everyone involvedDealing with personality clashes within a team
or group(RETURN TO INDEX)COURAGEOUSDEFINITION: possessing the mental or moral
resilience to face opposition, danger, or difficulties despite one’s fearCATEGORIES:
achievement, interactive, moralSIMILAR ATTRIBUTES: brave, dauntless, heroic,
valiantPOSSIBLE CAUSES:The desire to honor role models by living up to their moral standard
and/or sacrificeThe belief that one must not let fear stand in the way of what is rightWanting to
protect others from harm or sufferingHaving a strong moral codeBelieving one person can make
a difference and the future is determined by one’s actionsASSOCIATED BEHAVIORS:Doing



what is right instead of what is easyFacing danger, uncertainty, or hardship with strengthBeing
strong for othersBeing confidentStanding up for those who are not equipped to stand up for
themselvesStepping up when leadership is neededFacing fear to achieve a goalUnderstanding
one’s shortcomingsEnduring pain or suffering with a show of strengthTelling the truth when it’s
importantSpeaking up when others stay silentFacing the unknownShowing compassion and
empathy for othersPutting oneself in danger so others will be safeFollowing one’s beliefs even
when it’s dangerous to do soLiving one’s life according to one’s beliefsHaving a strong sense of
one’s purposeBelieving in justice and equalityDeterminationHaving a strong mental focus when
it’s neededHaving high stamina and perseveranceAccepting responsibility for one’s
actionsBeing willing to step outside of one’s comfort zoneGiving someone a second chance, or
asking for a second chanceNot being defeated by rejection or failureHaving strong
convictionsKnowing when to speak and when to stay silentBeing in control of one’s
emotionsPutting others before oneselfFocusing on the end goal; not allowing oneself to be
sidetrackedKnowing what one believes and not allowing others to sway those beliefsResiliency;
the ability to keep trying even after multiple failuresASSOCIATED THOUGHTS:Jon’s going to be
devastated. But the news should come from me, not a stranger.Mom and Dad might be
disappointed, but this is something I need to do.Mrs. Bloom shouldn’t treat Marc differently than
me. I’m going to talk to her.This isn’t exactly safe, but Rick’s sister is in there and someone’s got
to get her out.That kid is struggling in the current. I need to get out there now!ASSOCIATED
EMOTIONS: determination, guilt, resignation, somberness, wariness, worryPOSITIVE
ASPECTS: Courageous characters will make up for what is lacking in any circumstance. After
reflection or a moral assessment, they will step up, no matter the odds, because they know that
it’s the right thing to do. People who show courage have a core of inner strength and a strong
moral compass. They’re willing to put the welfare of others first when it counts most. They feel
fear, but can master it, and do not allow it to alter their decisions. Characters who are
courageous lead by example, even if they are unsuited to a task. Others are inspired by their
courage and often strive to honor it by showing courage themselves.NEGATIVE ASPECTS:
Courage, while commendable, is not always smart. Characters with this trait sometimes don’t
see beyond the immediate situation to the long-term impacts of a choice or action. When
pausing to think might be the best course of action, courageous characters can be impulsive
and respond emotionally, letting their desire to act override wisdom.EXAMPLE FROM
LITERATURE: Frodo, the simple hobbit from The Lord of the Rings trilogy, is the least suited for
a dangerous mission against a deadly, powerful foe. Yet his willingness to set forth provides an
incredible lesson in courage. Lacking the strength of humans, the battle training of dwarves, and
the magic of wizards, Frodo makes his way to Mount Doom to destroy the one ring before it can
send Middle Earth into darkness. His fortitude and strength comes from within, and despite his
fear, he ultimately saves the world. Other Examples from Literature and Film: Harry Potter (Harry
Potter franchise), Herman Boone (Remember the Titans)TRAITS IN SUPPORTING
CHARACTERS THAT MAY CAUSE CONFLICT: gullible, manipulative, reckless, self-destructive,



selfish, timid, violent, weak-willedCHALLENGING SCENARIOS FOR THE COURAGEOUS
CHARACTER:Facing a situation where one has failed in the pastDealing with a phobiaHaving to
choose between doing what’s right and doing what’s popularFacing a decision that will mean life
or death for someone elseShowing courage despite a hardship, disability, or great personal
cost(RETURN TO INDEX)COURTEOUSDEFINITION: mannerly; considerate of
othersCATEGORIES: interactive, moralSIMILAR ATTRIBUTES: chivalrous, conscientious,
considerate, gallant, genteel, polite, respectful, well-manneredPOSSIBLE CAUSES:Being
brought up in an environment where politeness was seen as a virtueBeing inherently thoughtful
and kindBeing taught to place others before oneselfHaving empathy for othersThe desire to be
respected in turn; adhering to “The Golden Rule”Fear (of disapproval, broken relationships,
conflict, violence, etc.)ASSOCIATED BEHAVIORS:Being neat and orderlyHaving a strong work
ethicBeing thoughtful and kindExhibiting good mannersRespecting the personal space of
othersBeing intuitive of the needs of othersShowing interest in others to make them feel
importantCongratulating others for their accomplishmentsTreating people fairlyGiving
compliments: That color really suits you.Factoring in the moods of others before bringing
something upHaving a gentle mannerOffering to pitch in and helpUsing a considerate
toneGiving people credit for their work and their ideasGiving people one’s undivided attention
(not taking phone calls or texting, etc.)Showing appreciation for another’s time or effortHaving
good table manners
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Peggy, “Excellent - from beginning to end!. Excellent reference - from beginning to end! Lists
personality attributes, with attitudes, behaviors, thoughts, and emotions that a person with those
attributes might display. I highly recommend this book. Please mark if you find my review helpful.
Thank you so much!”

Bryn Jones, “Great Writing Coaching Book!. I'm not a new writer. I've been published, both
fiction and non-fiction. That's not to say I don't need reminders and coaching! I found this book,
as well as the others in this series by Angela and Becca to be great "coaching" books. They're
not breaking new ground, but they explain the method of "show" rather than "tell" better than
anyone else I've read. While many writer's books will tell "what" good writing should look like, or
"what" a strong character will be like, they break down how to do it.Are there things that I already
knew, or have done? Yes. But, having it in print, reminding me, and giving me a clear how-to was
the coaching I needed.”

ostarahw, “MUST HAVE TOOL. I'm writing the same review for the book 'positive trait thesaurus'
and 'negative trait thesaurus' as they are equal in quality and usefulness:I don't believe there is
any reason to write anything more until you have purchased these books!Unless you have a
masters in psychology maybe you won't need them. Even so, I believe it would be a good quick
reference.These books hand writers the tools they need to understand the complex nature of
their characters psychology.These books will give you a clear cause and effect to every
personality trait your character has, giving you a more indepth understanding of your own
character, which will in turn give your reader a more in depth understanding of your character
and be more involved in your story.Unless you enjoy torturing yourself and making life harder on
yourself:A must have.”

Debra, “EXCELLENT !!!. This is the third book I have bought from seller. I also have the
Emotional Thesaurus (second edition) which is a WONDERFUL tool for writers. I also have The
Positive Trait thesaurus which is great too. As far as this book, I haven't used it yet, but skimmed
through it and I think it will be just as helpful as the other two. I know some people say that some
of the books are the same, which is why I read the description and looked inside preview and
determined which one would be most helpful to me. Most of all, these books are simple to use
and I love the layout which really makes it easy.”

Busy Bee, “Great resource for writers!. This book has been a wonderful resource to have on
hand! I expected just a list of character traits and some info about each of them, but this book
provides so much more. The first section covers all kinds of information you'll find helpful in
creating your characters, including how needs and morals influence character strengths, how
attributes develop, how to overcome the fatal flaw, how to choose the right attributes for your



character, etc. Very useful stuff! Then you get to the traits themselves, and you have dozens to
choose from. For each trait, they give you a definition; similar attributes; things that could have
caused that trait to develop; behaviors, thoughts, and emotions associated with that trait;
positive and negative aspects; examples from literature; traits in your supporting characters that
could cause conflict (and we all know how important conflict is!); and scenarios that might be
challenging for characters with that particular trait. I've already purchased "The Negative Trait
Thesaurus" and find it just as helpful, and I hope to acquire the whole series at some point.”

Lynn, “ONLY 5 STARS BECAUSE AMAZON WON'T LET ME GIVE MORE .... Every writer needs
both the Positive Trait Thesaurus and the Negative Trait Thesaurus. They go together. Add in the
Emotion Thesaurus and the great downloads and extras these talented writers give you on their
website (which add up to another fabulous book on their own) and you probably won't need too
many other books on the craft of writing. A good dictionary and a Synonym finder and you are all
set.I have bought all three "Thesauruses" and loved them so much I bought all three for my
Kindle too so I can have them on the move and when travelling. These Thesauruses are
exceptionally well organised and contain huge amounts of information in a concise and practical
format.You could just leap in and pick a handful of traits to apply to your character(s) and they
would still be better off than when you started. However, taking the time to read through the
"users guide" chapters will add so much to your understanding of how to craft truly memorable
characters that it is well worth the time invested to do this. Then use the listings to pick and
choose traits and counter-traits and the ways in which they would possibly be exhibited to start
building a team of people that will resonate with readers. Also use the listings to develop conflict
between characters in a psychological way by giving each person traits that would "irritate" or
"confuse" the other - much more subtle than the standard good guy VS bad guy.I can't rate these
books highly enough. I know I'm going to be buying them again every couple of years as they
become tatty and worn out with daily use!”

Donald Hunt, “Don't List, Describe.......... A writers aid to character attributes, whether you are,
plot driven, or a character drivenwriter, the people in your stories must come across as real, or
your readers will not notrelate to them.It is difficult to like and root for, or dislike a character, that
has nothing to them but their name.Readers want to know, why and what, makes the bad guy
like he is, and why is the heroine different.90+ positive traits are covered, and discussed,
covering almost everything you will need to make yourcharacters real as life.You will find an,
Achievement, Identity, Interactive and Moral breakdown chart, to help you create each ofthe
people in your stories.Don't just list your characters traits, describe them.”

Katie Tremlett, “Every page captures your attention. Oh I love this book. Its shows how positive
traits can be annoying to others, what traits you have that was the cause of your life styles, your
thoughts and emotions assiscuated with it. It's amazing, the book is very informative and each



page captures your attention from the font, to the bullet points and I never get tired of going back
over and looking at it again”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent. This is just what I need. A excellemt value for money and a
must buy for any writer.”

Shay57, “Full of character. Got this following a recommendation on a writers site. Working
through the book and it is very interesting with good supplementary appendices.”

alex, “Good. Nice to have at hand for reference.”

The book by Angela Ackerman has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 1,209 people have provided
feedback.
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